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Drugs utilized by

stud e nts to stay awake bring less than
sweet dreams. A8
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FIRST?:

.

•
Serving the Howard University community for more than 60 years
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Di sp ute
over who started Rock·
n-Roll continues. BI

ESPRIT DE
CORPS:
Undergraduate Student
Asse1nbly Coordinator-

Tucker

Elect Kevin L. Tucker
make s plan s to lead

with the "spirit of the
people." A2

BUILD IT UP:

Uni versity officials

expect to spend more than $50 million in

renovation costs du rin g the 1992-93
school year. A8
\

NUMBER THREE: The Howard
University Bad111inton tean1 has third place
in the MEAC. BS
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ometown: Washington, D.C.
ducation: Howard Univ., 1962, B.S.
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Howard Univ.,1965, M.S.
Univ.. of MD., 1970, Ph.D
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK:
"Sir, I freely and cheerfully acknowledge
that I am of the African race and in that
colour \vhich is 11atural to them of the
deepest dye ... "
~Benjan1in

This month
marks the second anniversary of
Franklyn G. Jenifer's reign as
president of Howard University.
With this in mind, THE HILLTOP
takes a brief look at the president's
accomplishments during the past two
years and the things to come in his
agenda. Hilltop Campus Editor
Shauntae Brown posed questions to
the president on issues ranging from
the University's provision of student
services to Howard's relationship
with its. alumni.
Editor's note:

Banneker

In a letter to
Thon1as Jefferson 1791

ife: Alfleda Jenifer

photo by Paul Woodruff

revious Positions Held:

How is Howard's relationship with
Congress? Is it improving?

hancellor, Massachusetts Board of
egents of Higher Education
1986-1990

I think it is excellent. Since the two years
I have been here, I have seen that relation·
ship grow substantially. Last year, as an
indic~ti~n of the support that the federll.l
government has for Howard University
and my administration, we got a $23 mil·
lion increase in the budget. That money
went to improvements made in the infras·
tructure like the electrical systems, the
steam systems and computerization of the
administration and some student areas.
That was one of the largest increases in
the budget in the history of Howard. This
year, we have not received our
Congressional budget, but for the first time
in a long time, the President (George Bush)
has recommended an increase in our bud·
get of $5 million in the general account,

ice Chancellor, New Jersey
epartment of Education
1979-1986
ssociate Provost, Rutgers
niversity ·
1977-1979

$2 million in the endowment account, and
$900,000 for the hospital and that is even
before it (the budget) goes to Congress. So
the support we have from government on
both sides of the aisle, both Democratic
an~ Republican, is coming together. Our
goal is to become..more.efficient-to try to
do more with less especially in the area of
administration.
•
Two years ago, Congress said Howard
was too top heavy-it bad too many
administrators. Is your cabinet differ·
ent from Cheek's cabinet?

the number of workers (under the senior

administrators).
What is the financial outlook' On the

hospital?
It looks very

..

go~d.

.

Wilen .L came on
board, the hospilal had an $18 million
deficit. It got down io $8 niilliqo, ;md that
got down to .roughly about $4 .~llfon last
year. We hope that it will becpme a sur·
plus this year.
How were you able to do that?
I

The numbers are essentiallv the same.
The over all salary structure is· significant·
ly different. We are not spending as much,
but we have the same number, roughly, of
senior administration. We have reduced

Last year, we reduced the staff of the hos·
pita! by I 0 percent, and we have worked
with very good administrators. We set up a

Please see interview page A3

H.U. AIDS program can't test Kemron Easter brings celebration
FDA says lack of research reason/or exclusion of Kenyan drug
By Natonla Johnson
Hilltop Staff Writer
After receiving a 3.7 million dollar
grant two years ago. the Sc hool of
Medicine sti ll has not been given the
approval to test the African-devel·

oped drug KEMRON in i1s AIDS
Minority Infrastructure Program.
Kemron is a type ot· oral alpha
interferon, which is a substance that is
produced by the body. When administered in low doses, the drug helps
the body 's immune system fight off
viral infections.
'' Kemron is not being stu di ed
because when KEMRON was being
evaluated it was felt that there was not
sufficient research available on
whether the drug should be studied,"
said Dr. George Counrs, chief of the
Clinical Re search Management
Branch in the division of AIDS of
INIAID], Natio11al In stitute of
Allergies and Infectious Diseases.

The NIAID , who awarded !he
three year grant to the School of
Medici ne, is affiliat ed with the
National Institute of Health lN IH J.
The NIH has the overJ!l say in what
drugs will be used i11 their study
groups:
''Howard University got an award.
The award they got was to develop an
infrastructure 10 become an AIDS
clinical trial network group [ACT'GJ.
The NIAID funds ACTG and the pur·
pose of this group is 10 find therapy
that will benefit those infected with
the virus." Count said.
The Minority Infrastructure
:Program, which begins its clinical tri·
;al s in May or early June allows,
=according to Dr. Wayne Greaves, the
~director of the program and also an
infectious ~isease specialist in
Howard University Hospital, for the
development of resources and exper·
tise to conduct AIDS cli11ical trials of

new drugs and new treatments.
"We are finally getting involved in
the [AIDS] epidemic on the clinical
level," said Dr. Willey Turner, professor of Microbiology in the College of
Medicine.
''The program allows minorities to
give their input and that's important.
In order to do that we have to have the
facilities that the ACTG provides,"
Turner said.

that it will lose some of its funding,"
McDaniel said.

in the clinical trials, such as, AZT,

However, others students said that
the entire issue is one of fairness.
These students said that because
KEMRON is an experimental drug it
deserves to be tested along widt othera that also have not been approved
by the FDA.
"I feel that H.U. should have been
given authorization to use KEMRON
in its trial because it should be tesled
just as well as the others. How will

DDI and DDC, have been shown to

they know if KEMRON js .effeelive

cause serious side-effects, the NIAID
says they are confident in treating
people with AIDS or with IIlV infections.

unless it is tested," said Ericka L.
Jenkins, junior in elementaty education.
Joseph Henson, a sophomore
majoring in accounting, agreed.
''Howard University is selling out
in terms of they are not offering the

Even !hough !he d(ugs being used

"As far as AZT, DOI, DDC, we are

using them. Research demonstrates
that these drugs slows down the progression Iof AIDS], and extends life,"
Please see Kemron
Counts said.
Despite the opinions INSIDE
medical officials have of

KEMRON and its place in

AIDS .research, there are
st udents who believe that

p.A3
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KEMRON should play an
essential role in the battle
against the disease. These
students said that the
exemption of KEMRON·
from the program was a step
in the wrong direction.
''I think that Howard is
no better than white society.

By Howard not using KEMRON in it's study then it is
acting just as cowardly and
idiotic as white America,"
said Sharon McDaniel,
senior
majoring
in
Education. ''I say cowardly
because Howard is practi·
cally federally funded and is
too cowanfly to !alee a stand
in the name of Africans and
African Americans, in fear

AIDS: No longer
some·o ne else's fight

of Christ, seasonal symbols
By C&ndt Meriwether
Hilltop Staff Writer

Spring is in the air and the Lenten season is in full
bloom. During this Easter season, an abundance of pretty
bunnies, brightly-colored eggs and brand new clothes
come to the minds of millions.
·
The popular symbols of the season are used by mer·
chandisers worldwide to market holiday-related gifts and
goodies.
However, these· traditional symbols of Easter that are
meant to bring joy to people are raising the ire of many in
the Christian community, who are unhappy about the way
the religious holiday is being commercialized.
''Easter is really a pagan holiday. I am offended by it
because it comes out of a·pagan tradition,'' said Kathi
Brown, program assistant for the Annenberg Honors pro·
gram in the School of Communications. ''Easter is so
much more associated with the Easter Bunny than the
Cross that I feel we should eliminate all symbols of the

pagan holiday. the Bunny and eggs."
''The symbols take the holiness out of the day. Other
religions don't have pagan symbols associated with their
holy days," Brown, who is also in the ministry, added.
Senior Elcindor Johnson agrees. ''The symbols of
Easter dilutes the true meaning of the holiday. They take
away from the fact that we are commemorating Christ ·s
resurrection," he said. ''It's just commercialization of
something that's sacred. It shouldn't be cheapened by
burinies and eggs.''
Some of the most popular symbols of Easter, including
the Easter Bunny and colored eggs, do not come from any
religious tradition at all. In fact, these symbols originated
from ancient spring festivals and local folk.lore.
Some people consider the literal meaning of the sym·
bols and find no offense in their association with Easter.
Rabbits are ancient symbols of fertility and they, along
with eggs, portray the new life of spring, especially in
nature.
"I look at the Easter Bunny as a symbol of the beginning of Spring,'' said De by ii Thomas, a professor in the
School of Communications and a Christian minister. ''I
don't consider it a symbol of the true meaning of Easter.
For me, they represent the joy and frivolity of young children who play in the spring," she said.

Easter is a religious holiday th at commemorates the
death and resurrection of Christ according to the New
Testament of the Bible. There is no specific date for the
holiday. It always falls on a Sunday. 10 coincide with the
Biblical day of Christ's resurrection.
The exact origin of the name Easter is uncertain. The
most widely accepted belief is that it comes from the
ancient Anglo-Saxon goddess Eos1re, who was the god·
dess of spring. According to the myth , Eostre would
come to earth and inaugurate the season with green vege·
tation, flowers and lovely-landscape. Since the holiday
falls during \the early part of spring, the name was
changed to Easter.
The religious symbols of Easter often remind people
of the events surrounding Christ's death and resurrection.
During many Easter Sunday church setvices, candles are
lit before the service. These lights remind worshippers
that Christ is the risen ''light of the world.''
Crosses are traditionally wom arid given as gi~s dur·
ing Easter. A crucifix, which shows the bod9 of Jesus
hanging from a cross, is symbolic of Christ's death on
Good Friday, the Friday.before Easter Sunday. An empty
cross signifies Christ's triumph .over tte'aij -and resurrection.
·, .
The traditional Easter flower i · ~~· i_· • e lily.. These
large, white blossoms also repres~
rist 's resurrec·
tion. The color stands for the purity o 'Jesus and the newness Christians think he bting_s to life.
The Protestant Church in America has .not· always
observed Easter with special ceremonies. Early Puritans
often rejected public observances of the ·holiday. It
became more prominent during the'Civil War as a'. holiday
to remember those who had died in baJ!f'f · J I_ , , '
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Because of final examin.aticins,
i!min
Monday, April 20, THE HILLfOP. offices
'
' .o,"'- ••
will be open from 12 noon to 5 p.m:.thfough
May 1. The next issue of THE HIUTOP
will be published May 9. Deadline for display ads for this edition is Friday, April 24
and classified ads is, Friday, May 1.
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By George Daniels
Hllttop Slllt Writer
By a close vole of 11-10,
Undergraduate Student Assembly
Grievance Director Kevin L. Tucker
was elected Wednesday to lead
UGSA ;n 1992-93. The 1992-93
UGSA members elecled in March
chose

Tucker

over

''I'm a hard-working person, I'm

of more than $60,CXXJ and is support-

dedica1ed and I'm commitled 10 get-

ed by student activity fees, is likely

ting the job done,'' Crawford told the
body in her introductory speech.
Crawford was one of two representa-

to continue along the same lines of
this year's body which focused under
the theme ''Building Blocks for the
Future- Setting a New Tradition."
As grievance director, Tucker presented Howard University President
Franklyn G. Jenifer and othe r
University administrators with a
grievance booklet including some
areas where changes have since bee11
made. Crawford was vice-chairman
of the grievance committee.

tives of the year ( 1991-92) named by
current UGSA Coordinator Tracy
Mcferrin for their regular attendance
at UGSA meetings and functions,
time spent in the office and regular
communication with the current

Charvi s

Campbell-Carter, currently vice president for the College of Arts and
Sciences' Student Council, in a runoff vote during the body's second

With "Esprit De Corps - Spirit

transitional meeting.
''My overall objective is to serve
the students in their diverse capaci-

of the People '' as the theme for.

UGSA in 1992-93. Tucker said he

ties and lift apathy from the brow of

wants to develop a plan which will
serve as an incentive to encourage
representatives to attend meetings.
He also proposed that the organization adopt a public school within the
Washington Metropolitan Area. The
purchase of a fax machine to be used
by UGSA and other student government organizations is another one of
Tucker's eight proposals.
Jn the constitution for the Howard
University Student Associa1io11 .
UGSA is charged with the responsi·
bilities of meeting the need s of
undergraduate students; developing.
maintaining and coordina1in g joint
programs between the University's
undergraduate schools; and promoting firm reciprocal continua11ce of
thi s relationship after graduation.
Student council vice presidents and a .
certain number of representatives based on population - are elected
from each school to se rve in th e

my brother,'' said Tucker, a 22-year-

old junior from Columbia, S.C.,
majoring in philosophy as he intro-

duced himself to the 21 newly-elected UGSA members present. Another
Competitor, College of Arts and
Sciences UGSA Representative-.elect
Bernard Blanchard ran unsuccessful-

ly in the first r.ound vote for the
body's top position.
Wednesday night's election was
pan of a tw<rand-a-half-hour session
where two transitional meetings
were held to nominate and elect offi-

Fiie Photo

Tucker
executive staff.
Brower however, was elected programs director. Kanika A.M. Magee,
currently the School of Busines s
UGSA representative, was elected as
financial advi sor while current
School of Communications UGSA
Representative Shaunda Sutton ran
unopposed for the position of public
relations director. Monica Williams,
College of Arts and Sciences UGSA
representative-e lect, will succeed
Tucker as grievance director next
year.
Next year, the work of this governing body, which controls a budget

cers for next year. Those elected
make up the executive staff of the
central governing body for the
undergraduate schools and colleges.
In the race for vice coordinator,
Carol_ L. Crawford, School of
Education Student Council vice president, defeated School of Business
UGSA Representative-elect Shawn
Robinson by a vote of 13-8. Tina
Brower, College of Arts and
Sciences representative-elect also
ran unsuccessfully for the same position.

UGSA.
The UGSA and th e
Graduate Student Assembly (GSA )
combine to make up the HUS A
General Assembly.

By Dallas Jackson
Hilltop Staff Writer

Jenee (bottle-throwing) as experi·
enc..! in the past.
''We need everybody to be on
On April 25, Howard their best behavior so we can conUniversity's usual spring picnic . tinue to use our own facilities and

more familiar with Howard
University like ''the Yard."
Sophomore Eli Turner said. '"I
really don't like this move becaa8e
it's gonna prompt others not to go

lovers will not find lhe guys, girls,

to our picnic and go 10 the Freaknic

or grills on the Yard. This year's
Captain Harvey G. Armstrong,
Spring Picnic '92 has been moved nope-1arions officer and acting assisfrom the main campus to the West· tant director of security, said, ''the
Campus, in other words-the West c1mpus is a conducive student
Howard University School of Law.
and will not attract nonThe shift to 2900 VanNess St.
N. W. was decided upon by the
ad1ninistration in coordination· with
campus security due to the nwnerous problems security has had with
outsiders and violence in previous
years. The picnic, sponsored by the
Undergraduate Student Assembly
(UGSA) is part of Howard's
''Spring Blacks Arts 'Festival''

armose

which is to be held from April 19
through the 25.
;'The administration wouldn't
allow it on the main campus this

• '

,.

,....

•

'

coordinator. She added that in the
past, the administration and campus
security could not control who
comes onto the main campus during
the picnic, and the move will make
the piciiic less accessible to those
who don't attend Howard.
UGSA is insuring that all stu·
dents with their Howard identifica·
tion card will be admitted, and nonstudents will be charged $2 at the
two e11trances to the campus guarded by security.
The picnic will last from l l a.m.
to 4 p.m. Mcferrin said that the
ti111e limit has been set in order for
campus to be cleared of all litter
before nightfall and to avoid vio-

which included pets (snakes, pit-

bulls, etc.), alcohol use, and glass
bottles and hot coals were thrown
last year. He believes the West
campus is a lot easier to patrol since
security can be controlled and
access -can be denied to those not
welcome.
''The main campus is ~ard to
control because there's people all
over the place," Armstrong said.
''Last year there was a robbery in
[Armour J.] Blackbum, and security was so spread out we didn't reach
it in time.''
Some students are upset about
the move and feel that the picnic is
an event that should stay in an area

instead.''
Some students, like Junior
Charmaine Simertow, feel the move
will put a damper on the festivities
because ''it's inconvenient Everyone
might not be able to get to the West
campus, and it would be a more
relaxing atmosphere •on 'the Yard',"
According to Sophomore Sean
Tucker, ''Even though the picnic
has had a few problems, the main
campus is a tradition that should
remain unchanged.''
Belinda Light.foot Watkins,
director of Student Activities, wants
to encourage students to attend the
picnic, but believes the worsened
conditions rendered the move and it
is necessary for safety reasons.
'"Difficulties and behavior associated with the picnic have gotten
worse the past three to four years,"
Watkins saia. ''At the main campus
we can't insure the necessary clean
up and security, all the factors
involved in the move are in the best
interest of the students.
''Funds used for the picnic are
from the student activity fee. Food •
will be terved to the students and
non-students should not be allowed
to participate for free. This is not
barred for non-studerits, it's just not
free for them,'' Watkins said.
''Having it at the law campus is better than not having it all. If the same
incidents occur as before, the picnics could be ended all togeiher." .

I

Cook leaves the oven
Dorm expected to house males, females
After three years of being under
renovation, Cook Hall will be open
and ready for occupancy in the fall .
Cook Hall , which was built i11
1938, was included in the housing
lottery 1his year, and accordin g 10
William Keene, dean of Offi ce of
Residence Life. well over the maxi·
mum number of students applied to
live in the dorm next se1nes1er.
Keene said the donn has the cap11t· ity

But Bethune re sident Kim
Washington , said although Cook
wOuld not only consist of athletes,
she would not want to Jive there.
''Cook would be very accessible,
but I think the athletes would be too
loud . I could see them wanting to
bounce their ball, or play a game late
at night . I could see that as a distraction;· \Vashington said.
Tl1e meal plan will be automatically billed to the student accounts of
1hose residents in Cook Hall.
'"Cook Hall will be a part of the

to house "roughly 200 people.'·

RSVP (Room Selection and

The dorm renovatioa costs were
estimated at $6.5 million according
to lo)J:nzo Gregory, University con s
struction manager for projects.
''Renovations basically consist of
upgrading the facilities . There are
new telephone jacks ani:t computer.
jacks. The (University) coaches .
offices are located there," Gregory
said. Gregory added that there are
suites instead of individual rooms in
the donn now.
The last group of students to live
in the dorm in 1989 were the
University athletes; however, when it
opens this fall it will be open to
everyone.
.
''Cook Hall will be a dorn1 for
upperclassmen. It will be co.-ed, half
athletes and half non-athlete s,"
Keene said. Keene said the athletic
department will determine which
group of athlete s will live in the
dorm.

Verifi cation Plan) where residents
will have the combined meal plan
and housing. While I know everyone
likes to have the maximum options,
the meal plan is a positive step from
a nutritional standpoint and a safety
standpoint,'' Keehe said.
'' As a student in the School of
Business, Cook would be the most
convenient place 10 live, but the
mandatory meal plan makes it undesirable," said Michelle Royster,a
junior majoring in accounting.
Keene said the opening of Cook is
part of the University's goal to move
as many people back on campus as
possible.
'' We will be looking to a lot of
new things. Space is our primary
concern now. But ""'e will be reviewing other elements such as group
housing:. We would like to see spe·
cia l int erest dorms such as a language or honors donn ," Keene said.

By Shauntie R. Brown
Hilltop Staff Writer

'

demic team is cur-

rently competing
against other historically black colleges
and universities for
$50,000 to go toward
the University scholarship fund . The
team advanced lrom
the regional play-offs
last March and will
go on to the national
play-offs. The top
four teams that make

it to the finals will
play May 14-19 in
Los Angeles. Top
row (1-r): Tosha
Thomas, ; Stacy
McCall, ; and
Roberta McCloud,
director of the
Blackburn Center.
Bottom row (1-r):
Robert James, ;

,•

student undesirables.''

He added a list of problems,

The University aca-

•

'' Dilli cu Iti es and
behavior associated with the picnic
have
gotten
worse... ,''
-·Belinda Lightfoot Watkins

year," said Tracy Mcferrin, UGSA

Howard
University
Campus AH-Stars
Challenge Team;·
-1

have fun," Mcferrin said.

••

Fred Jones, Dan
Sparks, and
Brokney Streeter.

•

'

Alphas elected Regional Chapter of the Year

Iii .

By Depelsha R. Thomas
Hilllop Staff Writer
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Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.,
Bela Chapler continued its tradi1ion of
excellence when it was elected Eastern
Regional Chapter of the Year and 1wo
of its members gained regional attention
at the 60th Annual Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc. Eastern Regional
Convention held last weekend.
After judging four other chapters
based on visual displays and reports on
the organization 's local and national
service programs, Beta Chapter was
awarded Easlem Regional Chapter of
1he Year for the second time in three
years. The chapter aJso held the title in
1990.
In addition, Charles Graham won the
fraternity's Belford V. Lawson
Regional Oratorical Contest and Ronald
Sullivan was named assistant vice president for the Eastern region, the highest
ranking post }¥:Id by a college student in
the area.
This was Graham's second competi,

tion : he had already won the district gain large sums of money at once and
compcl ition in March at a conference end up broke because of mismanage held at Johns Hopkins University. This ment. The entertainment business rapes
year 's national lopic is ''The System: them for millions. I want 10 help them
invest it and make their money last
Tolerance or Turbulence."
In his winning speech, Graham said . longer," said Graham, who is from
he dcfi t1ed his perception of the system Gulfport, Miss.
Sullivan,. who like Graham pledged
from sl:1very to the present.
"I spoke about using the turbulence Alpha Phi Alpha, Inc. in Spring 1990.
of intelligence and truth. We must will now sit on the policy making board
begin to confront the system and say of the fraternity, which in addition to
'This is what you 're tel ling us, but this many domestic chapters, has chapters in
is what is really happening.' l'm not Germany and the Bahamas. He wants
talking about a militant revolution, just to see more college members get
a siluati.on where everybody is seeking involved.
''I hope to help s1imulate participaknowledge and using that knowledge to
tion on a national level. There are a
defeat it.·• he said.
Graham, a senior majoring in micro- number of committees - constitution.
biology, plans to attend law school after grievance, membership - all kinds of
graduating this December. He hopes to opportunities are there for college
practice environmental and entertain- brothers,'' he said.
Sullivan said hci went to district con·
ment law, but not for the money, he
ventions, made calls and sent literalure
said.
''My interest in environmental Jaw on his platform and his resume of frater·
stems from my backgroutld in biology. nal service to other fraternity members
As far as entertainment law, there are so before the conference 10 let them know
many young. 11neduca1ed blacks who of his interest in the position.

' ..

'
•

I

Sullivan, a 22-year.ald senior majoring in computer-based information sys·
terns. has served as the fraternity's
assistant area director of D.C., director
of Intake for Beta chapter and is chair·
man of th e Nji sane Omawale
Scholarship Fund for Caribbean
Students. which was established in 1990
to fltll y fund the education of one or
more student s from Trinidad and
Tobago. He was also the representative
to the National College Brothers
Caucus held in November at Xavier
University in New Orleans.
Sullivan,.swom in by the fraternity's
General President Henry Ponder, who is
also president of Fisk University, takes
his new position very seriously.
He said. ''It is not a position to be
taken lightly. To me, it is a continuation of the contributions of members
from my chapter such as Moses Alvin
Morris. Andrew Young a~1d Njisane
Omawale.··
The brothers of Beta will be traveling to Anaheim. Calif. in August to
compete in the national competition.
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weather hits, and no one goes to
class or does their work. Everybody

loosen up 3.nd get more laid back.

•

•
•

•

You start looking at people differently. People who you never thought
were attractive in the winter time all
of a sudden become ''studly." You
start looking at the person you're
with and wondering "why?." so you 1
begin looking for a new love.

Spring fever starts when warm

Spring fever is a 1ime people use to

•
•

You may find a few re lat ionships
and romances, and you get closer to
your friends, because yo u don't
have muc h more time with eac h
other.

just hangs out on the yard with their
friends, but it doesn't necessarily
affect ma1e/female relationships.

Memone Paden, freshman, political science, Red Bank, N.J.

Christine Rowland, senior,
social work, Detroit, Mich.

Nadine Steadman, sophomore,
international business, Bronx,

N.Y.

•

•
•
•

In the winte r, eve rybody is to

themselves. Once sweaters come off
- it 's time to mingle. Everybody is
up and ready to min gle .
Com n1unication is better betwee n
males/females as far as relationships
are concerned. We have the same

•
•
•
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•

••

mentality.
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interview from page A1

There are many facult)' and staff
members "'ho are not pleased " 'ilh
th e new health care plan. They
don 1 t feel like Ho\\'ard Uni\•ersity
Ho spital should be th eir only
choi ce. Ho\\' do )' OU feel about
that?
I understand that. We have got to.
not only as Howard Uni, ersity but as
a people. support our O\vn in stilu tions·. Hov.,iard Universit)' Hospital is
a quali1y hospital. I use it; rny f<tn1i ly
uses it.
We understand that it will take
some hardship, and I am sorry about
that. But the overall benefils will be
very. very positive. aiid those hardships will be very signifi cant to the
Univ ersit y.. Howard Univ ersity
Hospital is a fine r11edi cal liospical.
We ha,·e got 10 put Howard
Uni versity back as a premiere scliool.
By doing that everyone benefits. Not
only is there quality health care, but
re s ott~ e s will return to the
University. It will. make us more
healthy financially. In the long interest, it is best for Howiird. We have to
put the family refore the ind iv idual.

1noney I plan to get out of appropriation. Thal is approximately a $15
million investment. Now all that is
geared on tryi ng to give s1udents
quality housing and encourage them
to live on campus.
The other thing we will be doing,
as you know, will ~ t<;> open Cooke'
Hall iii the fall. With the opening of
Cooke Hall, the money we have to
build new donnitories, and make present dormitory renovations, we will
be able to offer high quality housing.
But to pay for it, we are going lo
have to have students living in them.
That is why we have mandatory
l1ou sir1g for fre sh1nen and sop ho111ores.

1

•

•

'
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Will tuition ever stop going up1

Lloyd Humphrey, junior, ac:tuarial science, Huntsville, Ala.
-compiled by Paula White
Speakout Coordinator

President Jenifer speaks
special ad-hoc coinmittee of the
board. and we put a lot of attention
on tl1e t1o spital. We ch<ln ged th e
whole plan and under the health benefit progritm ( that has not kicked in
ye1). and it will encourage our own
people to use the hospital more.

Spring fever is when the pleasures
of the outdoors pull you away from
your responsibilities in the classroom. It makes you want to go out
and meet more people .

Bernard West, senior, eco·
nomics, Baltimore, Md.

Ricky Reeves, junior, accounting, East St. Louis, Mo .

$ 10 million plu s any additional

Spring fever means leaving your
books at home. It's sitting in class
and not thinking about class. It
makes you question whether you
want to be in a relationship at all.

that 1ype of flexibility in these economic times, and that it to keep people working at maximum efficiency,
and where there are no jobs, there
should be no people.
What happens to a tenured person?
If they dq.n:t have any students,
then they have no job. They argue
that they should keep being paid.
Does the University try to help
them find other job oppor\unities?
I have made recommendations to
do a lot of things it' we have to break
tenure. We allow them to keep their
benefi ts. We all ow them to keep
their studen t benefits. such as fo r
their kids. We try to find jobs for
them within the University. We give
the m re-training programs, if they
need it. I have done everything, but I
am not going to keep them on board
if there are no jobs. And that is a
tough issue for me, by the way. But I
am absolutely confident that these
students should not have to pay for
people doing nothing.

Well we tried to hold it down as
much as possible. bu t the overall
increase for the undergraduate, if you
take room and board into consideration, was about 4.3 percent which is
under the rate of inflation. We 1ried
to put the heaviest load on the graduate and profess ional schools. It is
going up, and it is unfortunate, but
Two years ago, you said the ath~
we did everything we could to keep
it at a minimum and to keep it under letic program will be a priority on
your agenda. How do you think
the rate of inflation.
Now I am hopeful that some of the athletic program has pro·
1hese things that I am doing (new gressed?
housing and HMO policies) that are
all geared toward Howard will get
I think ii is moving aJong at the rate
our peop le to return to serve their that I wolj.id like it to. As I said when
University. We need to get our facul- I came td Howard University it is still
Many student s find the new ty to our hospitals, ge1 our students in my strongest commitment that
mandatory housing policy unfairj our dormitories-we have to help Howard will be the very best in every
how do you address this issue?
ourselves. We cannot wait for others thing. If we are no! any good in it,
to take care of us when we can help then we will not do it .
ourselves. At the same time we need
We want it to be a program made
Again I've got to put the University to push people to return home and up of student athletes, not athlete stufirst. The two things that I have invest in Howard , we also have 10 dents. We want these guys to be stufound is that one: 1he parents of, both give them quality.
de nt s who can make it through
freshme11 and sophoinores, want their
Howard University academicaJly, yel
kids to li ve on campus. I think that is
You encouraged shared gover- feel pride in coming here and repreimportant for a variety of reasons. nance with the faculty this year, senting us well. So we are going to
For one thing. it is healthier: it is al so how has that progressed?
go as far as good coaching and good
safer. And two. I think they get a
student athletes can take us.
better sense of Howard spirit when
It has been coming along very diffiIt is my personal belief that they
they are on campus. I have heard cultly. It has been a problem, and ii can take us to !he very top, and we
more arid more than I would like the has not gon~ a fas1 as I would have can show the nation tha1 one can run
need for students who are working at liked it to go. There is one major a quality academic .institution and
THE HILLTOP, and a varie ty of stumbling blQck, and that concern is still have quality athletes. ·My hope
other organizations to be housed on the program closures:-. I have taken a is that we can go very far, but we are
campus. and we think that is better strong position that Howard going to do it slow, and we are going
University has the legal right to cut to do it with a lot of pride.
for students overall.
On the 01her hand. it is unfair to programs as a chartered University.
ask people to live on campus and the It is something that we hope that we
Did you go to the NCAA?
housing is not good enough-and we will never have to do. But If we have
I went there last time as the Top 64,
are guilty of that. So what we are to do it, we will do it. Therefore, I
doin g thi s ye11r is making massive wanted to bµild a protection for the we'd like to see the Sweet Sixteen,
attempts to improve the quality of faculty in those circumstances recog- but I am not going to tell you when.
hou sing. Our goal is to make the nizing that :r'e have the power to do
.
How do you feel about the impact
housing at Howard University one of that.
Some elf ment s of the faculty of the surcharge for international
the best in 1he area.
Starti ng in June, I wil l put a mini- be lieve that we should never close students, and are there any actions
mum of $5 million into the housing programs. The position I take is very being taken?
fund-that is into the Bethune site. simple, if i#e have faculty members
That is one the biggest negatives
ln the faJI I am planning to put anoth- that have nothing to do because there
er $5 million inlo the housing to ren- are no students, it is unfair to charge that I have had to deal with. I have
ovate the existing housing, so we are cui1ion to s,ludents fo r fac ulty who had some success, but not nearly
looking for a total of a minimum of don 't have jlobs. We do have to have enough. When I got here, they had

already put on the surcharge. I
worked very hard to get that surcharge removed, but I was not successful .
So far we have been successful in
that Congress has reversed itself and
asked the Department of Education
to remove it totally. We are in conversation with the Department of
Education at this very moment. So
far, they said they will freeze it ·at 30
percent while we continue to talk.
So next year, it won't go up to the
50 percent increase. We are trying
our best to bring it down to zero, we
are very pleased with the success
!hat we have aJready had. That is
one of the areas I am i>unirig an
awful lot of time in.

FDA says ''No'' to.
testing Kemron
at Howard

their support will translate from
rhetoric to dollars. I could nol be
more pleased .

CORRECTIONS
· - - - ··

In the April 3, 1992 edition, on
the page, ''Remembering Melvin
Lindsey," the choir which panicipated in Melvin Lindsey's funeral
was incorrectly identified as the
Howard University Choir.
Actually, th e Howard Gospel
Chior sang at the funeral. Also,
goSpel recording artist Rev.
W°lDtley· Phipps named was mispelled: •
·
In the ''Eye on the Caribbean''

How is your relationship with
the alumni?

column which appeared in the
April 14 edition, it was incorrectly stated that Harold Balckman is
the minister of jinance. Blackman
was the minister of finance before
his resignation from the Erskine
Sandiford Administration.

Exquisite. That is where my relationship is the strongest. I have literally been across this country these
past two years. I have been to
almost every alumni association ,
and met with them per.;onally. They
have been very supportive of the
Howard 2000 agenda. I am hoping

Kemron from page Al

· · · · - · -- -

•

black community the full range
treatments that could be used to tRal
the effects of AIDS. The offering of
the grant was a valuable opportunity.
However, they are limiting their ·
search for accepting the conditions of
the grant," Henson said.
Even thougb the, studc.nts,have
legitimate ·c0iic1fni.''il:'SC'lh:~ Sp.y
they need comparative scientific stud~ '
ies to show that KEMRON works.
"I would like to think that KEM· ;
RON works," Greaves said. ..We ,
need more evidence to support those ·
claims that have been made about the ·
drug."
··1 will only feel good about it
[KEMRONJ if the drug was studied "
by trained researchers in a controlled ·
setting,'' said Greaves. Until that is
done there will always be a qYCStion
about KEMRON," Greaves said.
'

'•
'
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The POLYGRAM /-International
recording group ''LIFE'' is looking for
female singers. Auditions are being held
in the Blackburn forum room

-

·TODAY,
.
April 17th, 7:30-10:00 p.m.
.·

'

.

~

If you need more information or cannot
.

.

'

'

attend please call.
703-860-0272.
•
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Under th Numbers
1

Before balking at the recently announced with other "private" universities. Similarly,
University tuition increas'e, there must be an Howard should also have the amenities and
understanding of why and for what purpose services that any other private institution has.
the increase came about. The administration. Howard University is moving away from a
is taking a stance and making a fundamental university that offers the best education at
decision concerning the direction of this the lowest cost. Instead, it is emerging as a
University as it heads into the 21st century. university that offers the best education no
This new direction, and the measures matter what the cost. In an age where comthrough which it will be achieved, are in the petitiveness and ability matter more and
best. interests of Howard University and the more, this is a·course of action the University
students it serves.
should pursue vigorously. The primary task
First of all, do not be mislead by the of the present administration should not be a
administration's creative accounting. While blind ambition to cut and contain costs, but
accurately claiming comprehensive costs raising student services to a level concomiwill rise 4.34 per cent over this year's costs, tant with the fees we pay. As student serthey did not say tuition for undergraduates vices and education quality increase; so, too,
will rise by 13.3 per cent. Their 4.34 per nlay tuition and fees. We have seen enough
cent figure comes from assuming a student tuition increases that are not matched by simwill live in a double-room and be on the 14- ilar increases in services and education qualimeal plan. However, if the assumption is ty.
students live in a single <lorn room, again .• Financially, Howard is ahead of a lot of
with a 14-meal plan, the increase is 8.83 per · >other universities. While others are facing
cent. Even further, ifthe assumption is a stu- financial insolvency and even closure, we
dent pays tuition and lives in a single <lorn are not in debt and our bond rating in the
room without being on the meal plan, then credit markets is still relatively good. The
the cost increase for them is a whopping administration is placing us closer and closer
11.78 per cent. These increases are a far cry to .where we need to be in order to be a prefrom the meager 4.34 per cent the adminis- mier university, not just a premier black unitration chose to cite. Fear not, however, versity. Granted, tuition and fee increases
there is a method to this seeming madness.
will mean not everyone may attend Howard,
In spite of what James Fletcher, vice presi- however, Howard can no longer adequately
dent for business and fiscal affairs, claims, it bear the burden of educating everyone-we
would seem the administration is no longer cannot be all things to all people. And we
trying to sell Howard as an educational value should not be all things to all people. As
or bargain. Howard as a private institution long as the administration renders improved
should have costs that are in line with other services for more money, they are right on
private institutions. Howard as a "private" target in where they are leading this
institution should receive federal aid in line University.
•

)

Let Freeqom Ring
In trying to recapture the spirit and environment that made historically black colleges such a special place, the administration
has made it mandatory all underclassmen
live in the dorms, as well as eat at the cafeteria in Arnor J. Blackbum. Out of concern
for the underclassman women, it is appropriate to insist they live on campus. However,
to force them to get on the meal plan is a
gros& restriction .on the freedom of underclassmen.
Admittedly, Howard is a very urban campus with off-site dorns that are not in the
safest of areas and that provide a sort of education all their own. With .off-site housing
and inadequate housing for underclassmen,
they lose the support needed to make it
through their first year away from home. To
make it mandatory for them to live in oncampus University housing is to bring them
closer to all the resources they need to survive in what can be a rough and distracting
environment.
The mandatory housing requirement also,

•

hopefully, means the dorn facilities will be
improved and the responsiveness and commitment Dr. Steve Favors, vice president for
student affairs, alluded to will be more than
just the usual rhetoric we hear coming out of
the "A-building." This cart-before-the-horse
mentality of creating a need and then
improving the facilities works well with
housing, but not with the meal plan.
The reason people do not use the meal plan
is because, as nice and pleasant as the cafeteria crew is, the food is horrible and there is
no variety. The way to combat that problem
is not by requiring students to patronize an
inferior business, but by improving the quali. ty of food served by daka Food Services.
daka Food Service should survive as a business because of the quality of its product, not
through the intervention of the administration's hand. It is simply wrong to force students tb get on the meal plan . In this
instance, put the horse in front of the cartimprove the quality of food served in the
cafe and students will join.

Simply A Bad Idea
Two weeks ago during the Howard
University Student Association General
Assembly run-off election, Eighty-three percent of the 1076 students who voted said
Howard University should establish a course
in Community Outreach But, what does this
really mean ?
A proposal which has been submitted to
the University's Faculty Senate presents
three options for such a course, two of whic
suggest mandatory courses. Option one, thd
proposal states, would create a mandatory
non-credit two semester course in which stu
dents would be required to complete 45
hours of community outreach prior to gradu
ation to receive a passing grade. Option twd
proposes a mandatory three-credit cours~
where students would receive a grade based
upon their perfornance in the lecture and
outreach/field components of the i:ommunij
ty outreach course. The third option is 4
three credit elective involving 45 hours of
community
outreach
with the sai1e grading'
.
.
.
cntena as option two.
j
This proposal just underscores in bold,

capital letters, the word, "INSINCERITY"
when it comes to community service. Many
of us who do community service now
already have ulterior motives for our service.
How many of us work at a soup kitchen, take
clothing to homeless persons on the streets or
tutor and NOT put it on our resume or application in an effort to attain some personal
goal? This is NOT to say that there are not
plenty Howard students who serve the community regularly and are totally genuine and
sincere in their efforts.
The Board of Trustees would do well to
follow other universities and put the wheels
in motion for such a course as an elective

with emphasis on preparation for such service or outreach projects and a minimal
emphasis on execution.
We may think that we're helping the community by forcing students to take a course
in community outreach. But, in actuality,
the ones who need help the most; those
who are losing battles against homelessnes s, poverty, illiteracy- those on the
receiving end will be the losers.

!
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Letters to the Editor
by means of paid advertisements rather than the nonnal
scholarly channels of journals and monographs. This testifies not to the unpopularity of their views but to their
failure to meet the commonl y accepted standards of
.'icholarly proof.
It is regrettable that THE HIUTOP editors accepted
this advertisen1en1 for publication. Although the same ad
has appeared in student newspapers at five or more universities, at least a dozen others have rejected it. Freedom
of the press is not the primary issue here. What is crucial
Dear Editor,
is that a deliberate distortion of the historical record has
The undersigned members of the Department of. been presented as historical scholarship.
History take issue with the opinions expressed in a fullBy fraud and deception, the Holocaust ''Revisionists''
page advertisement titled ''The Holocaust Controversy: attempt to disguise lies as truth. As members of this
The Case for an Open Debate"' (THE HIUTOP , Friday, University c;cmmunity aod as profes.sional historians, we
March 20, 1992). In ~r ~ew, the,aCI cloaks an ideologi- feel an obljgt1.rion te-t;.,.x ~ . these Jies fqr wha! they are .
cal argument in the gui~f scholarly inquiry. The framing of the issue as an intelleclual struggle between truthSincerely,
seek i ng ''Revisionists'' and narrow-minded
Edna Greene Medford
Allison Blakely
''establishment historians'' seriously misrepresents the
Joseph P. Reidy
Vincent Peloso
true purpose of the ad: to deny that the Hol ocaust
Arnold H. Taylor
Eileen Boris
occurred.
Linda M. Heywood
David De Leon
We begin with the question of historical revisionism.
Serious scholars have been investigating the Holocaust
for nearly half a century. Although they debated its causes and its consequences, along with the fine points Of its
details, none denies that it happene(i or maintains that the
gas chambers were public health facilities. It is fraudL<lent to argue such positions under the cover of
''Revisionism." Critics of accepted interpretations do not
label themselves Revisionists to gain a hearing. The historical profession accepts an argument as·Revisionists on
the strength of its documentation and its logic. The
notions put forward in ''The Holocaust Controversy'' do
not qualify as Revisionism.
In truth, none of the self-styled ''Revisionists'' are historians with professional training. Instead, they are ideologues with a point of view that contradicts decency as
well as accepted wisdom. They disseminate their views

History Department
Rebuffs ''Revisionist''
Historian

Graduating seniors,
departing f acuity and staff,
send us your reflections on
your tenure at Howard
University and have it published in the May 9
Commencement Issue of
THE HILLTOP.

We Welcome Your Letters and Comments

THE HIUTOP welcomes your views on any public issue. Faculty, administrators, staff, students and alumni are
encouraged to share their original ideas and opinions.
We publish only material addressed to us. We routinely edit letters for space and correct errors of style, spelling and
punctuation, Letters as well as commentaries must be typed and signed, complete with full address and telephone
number.
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page of THE HIUTOP are solely the views of the Editorial Board, and do
not necessarily reflect the opinions of Howard University, its administration, THE HIUTOP Board or the students.
Editorial Editor
THE HILLTOP
2251 Sherman Ave. N.W.
Washington, DC 20059

Please address letters and comments to:

THE HILLTOP
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George Daniels, Editor-in-Chief
Jennifer Golson, Managing Editor
Shauntae Brown, Campus Editor .

Depelsha Thomas, Assistant Campus Editor
Karen Good, Tempo Editor
Frederick J. Goodall, Assistant Tempo Editor
Johanna Wilson, Sports Editor
Endya Eames, News Editor
Tasha Hailey, Business and Finance Editor
Rodney Reynolds, Head Artist ·
Edgar Bastien, Photography Editor
Tanisha Massey, Assistant to the Editor
Kibian Adams, Proofreader

Darrell Winston Hill, Editorial Editor
Donna Lee, Copy Desk Chief
Tiffany Anderson, Copy Editor
Tracy Vinson, Copy Editor
Jacquelin Whitaker, Proofreader
Stephanie Malone, Proofreader
Aricka Westbrooks, Proofreader

Ronald Sullivan, Design Director
William Stone, Production Assistant

C. Sheldon Bassarath, Production Asst.
John Cash, Computer Systems Engineer
Sharonda Starks, Photo Lab Technician

Jeffrey C. Scott, Business Manager
Brian D. Nevel, Advertising Manager
John Jacks, Business Assistant
Kevin Armstead, Advertising Asst.
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make amends that work to fix the economy. Or should we look forward to a

Jennifer Howard
Not too long ago, I was sitting in the unemployment office, k>clted at 21 K

Street, N.E., applying for compensation. I IWI worted at IBM for 17 """"''"
as a supplemental employee. The wort I hall done was imponant and excel·
lent wort. However, I now found myself seeking unemployment benefils just
like thousands of other workers in the United States. IBM
could no longer afford me. As I looked around the room, I
saw people with solemn faces, waiting to be called. I want·
ed to know whythese people were unemployed.
One man was in the unemployment office with his two
children, one in his arms and the toddler running all over the
place. Of course, the kids had n9 worries in the world, but I
am sure their father had the world on his shoulders. He was
unemployed and needed to care for his family. Maybe the
mother was at work. But in this day and age, one income
just does not go very far.
What is this country coming to? Some people aroUnd me
were looking absent minded and desperate. Others were
looking through job-wanted advertisements. I am sure all of
us wanted to use this 1ime to seek employment physically.
Bui to get us from point A to point B, we needed assistance.
A recruiter spoke to us about employment in the national
guard. Very few people were responsive. Others like

......mnsecooomy?
Bat the question is "How do we survive until the economy gets better?'' As
an uMe1g:1Nh1ate student. I have the opportunity to go to graduate school for a
few more years. When I finish graduate school, maybe there will be more jobs

available to me.

r-T"---------

0

••

At this time I am one of the lucky OlieS; I have oprions open to me. 1 was
able to bear the pavement for a few 10eeks and find a suitable job that paid
more than my J>l"Vious one. · Eat your bean out IBM. It is also a position that
is in my field of study. I atn a copy aide al the Washington Post. This is truly
an entry level job, but I have the polelltial for progression. In addition, when I
do graduate fiom Howard, I have the opportunity to marltet my skills for other
entry-level positions.
· But what about the others, the people who were
laid-off after years of dedit"1ion to their jobs. What do they
do? Where do they find a job, when so many places are laying off and cutting back? Are they supposed to take a cut in
pay? What happens if their benefits run out before they find
another job? And let's face it, is unemployment compensation really enough to live off of"l My unemployment compensation was half my regular salary. One day you are living on easy street, Making bills and going into debt; the nexl
day you are unemployed. What is a person supposed to do?
IBM, a company that was known to be loyal to its
employees and to not have traditioruil layoffs, is now fon:ing
its employees into retirement, and laying off supplemental
employees. General Motors is also laying off thousands of
employees. Don't forget-the world's largest department

store (Macy's located in New York City) is going bankrupt.
Something needs to be done and done quickly.
I feel that the government should cut military
spending, space exploration and aid to other countries in
half, and concentrate on problems that are facing almost
everyone, everyday. The government shoUld spend money
on boosting the economy. The government should make
sure at least everyone in the world has food to eat and a roof

myself, were unmoved by his talk of security with a job
with the federal government.

I was thinking about what is happening. Here I am, a
Howard University senior, sitting in the unemployment
office. I will be graduating in May. ls this what I have to

look forward to: UNEMPLOYMENT? I am sure that some
of the men and women in front of me were college gradu·

over their heads.
If I were prosiden~ this is wbat I would do. Now
that our old rival, the fouuer U.S.S.R., is no longer a threat,

ates, maybe even doctors, lawyers and other professionals.
I read an article in the The Washington Post about white
collar workers who are jobless because of the recession.
These well-educated individuals voted for Goorge Bush, and
now they are reconsidering their previous decision.
Since this is an election year, Bush should do everything
in his power to heal the aching economy, However, it has
taken Bush too long to admit that the United States is in a
recession. Consequently, is it too little too late? Hopefully,
for the sake of the country, Bush and his administrati~n will

why do we need an

over~nsive

military force? Space

exploration is fine, but if the problems of today are not dealt
with there will be no one to go into space. And, lastly, how

•

can we help other countries with their problems if we cannot
deal with our oWn?

The writer is a graduating senior in the School of
Communications.
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1992 Continues
to Pose
Challenges for
Black Men

S£N10R1Tis.

I

Marcus D. Ward ·

'

'

As the 1991 -'92 school year comes
to a close, it can already be stated
that this ha s not been a banner year

•

for the black male. Although 1992
ha s not reached its cl1ronological
midpoint, it has already brought ill
tidings to our society by defaming
many of our leaders and achievers.
Through crime, it has taken an
uncircumstantial case into the courtroom s of America's heartl and and
co nvicted Mike Tyson of rape.
Through illness. it ha s made an
ambassador of goodwill and black

'·

athletic achievement, "Magic"

•

Johnson. a poster child for the AIDS
virus, with Arthur Ashe waiting in
the wings to bear the torch. Overall,
1992 has depicted the black male in a
disgusting light of criminal conviction, disease and sexual perversion.
With these incidences present, it is
nonnal to cite this as a conspiracy to
destroy the black male being enacted
by a group of caucasian racial assassins. However, to sit and accuse others of our downfall· is an admission of
black subservience in American society. For decades, we have claimed to
be the true "oppressed" in American

•

•

Harlan C. Taliaferro

'

'

For those who can, remember the spring semester of
1989. The Mordecai Wyatt Johnson Administration
Building on Howard University's campus was under siege
in light of a student protest. Hundreds of students blanketed the floors in an attempt to shut down the school and
have their demands heard. The week-long crisis gained
local, as well as some national exposure in the media. It
also, (if only briefly), conjured up concern within the
Howard community for the well being of Students, and
displayed a surprising sense of unity among blacks, young
and old, thal was thought to have subsided back in the
1960s. It was a racially motivated protest fueled by students angry with Howard 's financial dependence on the
federal government and the school administration's lack
of concern to change the status quo.
A handful of black entrepreneurs in the community
supplied students with necessities, such as food and blan,,kets, for the Jong. hours spent occupying the building that
'houses the central offices of the University. They also
gave time and effort to a cause that could have easily been
looked over or simply left to fade away. One such contributor was Kenny Gilmore and Daryl ''Pepe'' Diaz, proprietors of the Howard Delicatessen at 2612 Georgia
Avenue, across from the School of Business. They are
brothers in a family business that includes their sister
Lydia Diaz Briscoe and Kenny's son, Nicholas. The
Howard Deli has been a mainstay within the school community for years, and since 1988, the business has come
under black ownership.

socie1y while having everything also constructed a large amount of
which holds our heritage stolen from tutorial programs. However, a child
us. While this statement is true to whose primary concern is day to day
some degree. we cannot let it be the survival is not going to find an interscapegoat for our underachieve- est in his schoolwork, no maner wl10
ment. The facts are simple, we have is teaching him ..
been oppressed and will continue to
We must be willing to walk the
be unless we take control of the insti- same.streets as those who promote
tutions of which we are crying theft. vice in the community, and promote
Thi s is not an address to black positivity and uplift, no maner what
Vlales to "pull themselves up" at a time of day or nig ht . We have
time when oppressioo against_them is. ·· .a1IowQ:.l O\J.rsefv&,s to become prison·
unbearably great, but simply astate- · ·ers witllfn.,...our t:J\vn neighborhoods
ment thal the lectures and speeches and communities, and allow the negof black empowennent and achieve- ative elements of the community to
ment are greatly outnumbering the emerge. We must take back our comactions that should follow such munity in order to have some place in
rhetoric.
which to continue our culture.
Next month, Howard will send
It is my challenge to each student at
approximately 1000 males into the Howard University, graduate or not,
world, equipped with a degree that to contribute to the process of raking
only a small fraction of our culture back the black community and repossess. Regardless of what personal establishing the positive morale it
goals we have set for ourselves, we once possessed. We cannot continue
owe it to ourselves, our ancestry and to take our degrees and our salaries
those future generations to share our while turning our backs on tho~ who
God given 1alents with those who we were taught to return to to eduwere no! given the opportunity to cate. Based on the talented 1e111h
achieve wliat we have. What we principle on which this University is
need to realize is that the only way based, we cannot afford to abando11
for us to restore our status in the those who need our positive influcommunity as strong black men is to ence. Based on the continuing degra·
be able to claim some part of that elation of so many of our role models,
community as ours. Presently, blacks we owe it to all of black society to
collectively control no entities, not stand in and pick up the pace of our
even the drug market to which we ever·falling heroes. Be strong black
have fallen prey.
men , and I wish you well in whatev·
As black men, we must be willing er you seek to accomplish.
to go into the homes of single parent
families and inst ill the values of culMarcus D. Ward is a De£·er11l1e1·
tural preservation and the importance
of family. At present, we have creat· 1991 graduate of Hott·a1·d U11i1·e1·.~ity
ed an overflow of community service and reg1,/arl)' wri1es for THE 11/LLand mentorship programs. We have TOP.
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upport t
They sell healthy foods that include milk, tuna, turkey,
and pasties, and not heart-threatening fried foods that
over-saturate the black community. Their prices are
arranged to accommodate the ever lean budget of most
college students. They've also been recognized by school
organizations such as the Howard University Student
Association (HUSA) and received high praise from the
school administration. Besides, isn't blacks supporting
black businesses the number one topic of people leaving
Spike Lee movies. Therefore, you would expect a large
base of support for this black owned business bearing the
name of the best known black cO!lege in Amerjca, from
the students across the street. Think again.
The Howard Deli has hit some hard times. Business
for the deli (as for many other Georgia Avenue merchants) has been hampered by a $1.8 million reconstruction project to revitalize Georgia Avenue. The major disruption for the deli has been the removal of old trolley
i:acks buried S?me 30 years ago, and a lack of cooperation from the city, who started the JO-month long project
on September 3. A five block area of the street has been
broken up for a make-over that sometimes stops water
suppli~s to the stores with very short notice, and keeps
potential customers far away from the businesses (as if the
whole block was . being quarantined), with no place to
park. Cement barncades split the avenue in half, leaving a
narrow passage for traffic on the east side, and on the west
side, recollections of war-torn Baghdad. The saddest part
about this whole ordeal is that Howard Students never
fully supported the deli before the jackhammers and shovel-machines came anyway.
·
Most of the deli's business comes from student s of

•

'
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nearby Banneker High School and a small following of
faithful customers. So you begin to ask yourself, ''Why
don ' t Howard Students support 1he Howard
Delicatessen?'' Here are some excuses:
I. 'f.here are a number of individual vendors located
throughout the campus that are more accessible to busy
students who have little time to waste.
2. Nearby food merchants, such as The University Grill,
Howard China, ·Kentucky Fried Chicken, Taco Bell,

McDonald's, and Sarah's Seafood, sell fried foods that are
in greater demand amongst students.
3. Also, the store hours are too short. The deli is open
from approximately 6:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday. This means that it's impossible to get
something to eat there on those w.eekends when students
are ''nickel & diming'' for lunch or dinner.
To start off, on-campus vendors are more accessible to
Howard Students. However, vendors will sell anything,
to anybody, at any cost. This implies food storage devices
that are not sterilized, and products that are sold well after
expiration. Also. when the opportunity came around for
businesses to come to the aid of the students during the
protest, the vendors declined. As a maner of fact, during
the three days the school was shut down, there were no
vendors to be found anywhere, (except those selling ''I
was _,at the 1989 Howard University Student Protest'' Tshirts). Similarly, other fast food places, including
national franchises who could afford to give away surplus
goods, declined too. They 're too busy trying to sell the
public on the myth that their food is nutritiolis. And for
those who notice the ''closed'' sign on the door of the deli
more often than not, it's quite logical. If there are no cus-

I

tamers coming in after five o'clock, why keep the store
open? I'm sure that Kenny would not hesitate to extend
s1ore hours if the demand was·there, but it isn 't: and a well
run black owned business that supports the community
deserves more .
Originally, the deli Was owned by an Italian
entrepreneur Fransisco Guerra. Store owners, Kenny and
Pepe, along with another brother Frank lived next to the
deli when it stood where the Business Administration
building is located today. They would make sandwiches
before going off to school. Naturally, when the Guerra's

put the deli. up for sale, Kenny and Pepe kept the store
within their extended family by purchasing the business.
Guerra's son, Louis, taught the Kenny and Pepe the various aspects of business management, and their relationship is very much comparable to a father-son type. One
of the reasons that their purchase seemed lucrative was
the fact that the deli would be black owned, ·thereby
inducing profitable support from the Howard community:
a support system. It's a shame that this is not so.
The whole thing reminds me of Mr. Gaines, (the character on the television show, ''A Different World'') owner

of "The Pit". On the show, the students of Hillman college support his business, and he supports the school that
provides their edu~ation. It is a ""'symbiotic relationship
that can serve as a microcosm for all businesses within the
black community. Unfortunately, its a relationship that
Howard University does not have with the Howard
Delicatessen.

The writer is a microbiology major in the College of
Arts and Sciences.
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Schedule of Events
Sunday, April 19
Call to Chapel
Andrew Rankin Chapel, 11:00 am

-

l

Monday, April 20
Poetry Reading & Lecture
featuring Nikki Giovanni
Admission is Free!
School of Business Auditorium
7:00 p.m.

•

•

•

Tuesday, April 21
Open Mic Night
Admission is FREE!

Wednesday, April 22
Fashion Show "INCUNABULA"
1st show at 8 pm $5 with HU ID, $8 without
2nd show at 10:30 pm $7 with HU ID, $10 wi thout
Cramton Auditorium

.
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After Party
Exodus / Down Under
10 pm-Until
$3 w/Fashion Show stub $6 witl1 01 1t
*Hans-Solo I Empire En tert a i 11men t

11:
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Thursday, April 23
M r. H o w a.r d C o n t e s t
School of Busines s Auditorium
Admission is FREE!
. 7:00 pm
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Afterparty - Hip-Hop/Reggae Show
La Pena / Gas Chamber, 15th and Irving
11pm-Until
$4 with StepShow stub $7 witl1out
*Hans-Solo/Empire Entertai11n1 e 11t
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Saturday, April 25
Spring Picnic
Howard Law Campus, 11 :00-4 pm
featuring a "Delta Dunk "
HU student Fr~e With Tick e t
$2 General Admis s ion
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AfterParty
The All New CLUB LA-NY 2001 CEDARS
·
8pm-Until
$8 H .U. Students with I.D., $10 General Admissio
, *Hans-Solo / Empire Entertainment
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*ALL TICKETS AVAILABLE AT CRAMTON*
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BUSINESS FINANCE
•

Spotlight Entrepreneur
Pro Clean Maintenance
Company

•

Recession causes many campus
vendors to worry about future
By Erica CUlp1pp1r
Hiiitop Staff Writer

Chico Warren
By Ricardo Swlner
Hilltop Staff Writer

Who would have thought that
a routine trip to the barber shop
could result in the establishment

of a successful business?
Evidently, Chico Warren thought

so.
Warren, a junior at Howard
majoring in broadcast journ alism, is the Chief Executive

Officer and general partner of the
Pro Clean
Maintenance
Company.

Pro

Clean

Maintenance began business in
th~ summer of 1990.

''It provides maintenance for
apartment complexes, Office
buildings, and we also act as a

temp [temporary] company, providing labor for contractors, subcontractors, et cetera," Warren
said.

Warren 's

partner,

Kirk

Fauntroy, is a 24-year-old native
Washingtonian. He owns Strictly

Business, a communications
company that se ll s computer
software, pagers, telephones and
fax machines. He was also working as a barber when Warren
came in to get a haircu1.
As Warren took a seat in the
barber's chair, Fauntroy noticed

Come rain, shine, sleet or snow,
campus vendors cover every central
entrance to the university in an effort
to service students with inexpensive
snacks and other items between
classes. ~me view this as a sign of
dedication, others as a means of survival.
Vendors have been an integral

some of Warren's literature on
the maintenance business in the
next seat. As the two talked more
about their future plans, they
decided that they could establish
a viable business together.
Prior to starting Pro Clean
Maintenance, Warren worked as
a supervisor at United Parcel
Service. He took managerial efficiency classes at the time and
says that those classes assisted in
running a proficient and organized company.
Pro Clean Maintenance has a
staff of I0 permanent employees
and I 0 temporary employees.
Warren admits that the most difficult aspect of running the company is the accounting.
''Right now, l 'm the person
taking on the responsibility for
all the general accounting, payroll, contracts and supplies. I get
bogged down between that and
school work.'' Warren said.
However, there is a great
reward for Warren which makes
the hard work worth while. ''It
gives me a sense of accomplishment while I'm in school . It just
lets me know what I'm capable
of once I have the degree in
hand. The sky's the limit," he

My sales are
down 40 percent as
compared to this
time last year. 11
If

part of campus life for nearly 20
years. Their products range from
food and drink ,to entertainment and
clothing.
These times of economic uncertainty have attacked campus vendors
a little more than ever anticipated.
Thus, they have found themselves
working longer hours only, to make
less money.

Michael Flood, who has been supporting himself by vendoring for the
past 18 years, says this is his only
source of income. ''Sometimes I'm
out here as early as 7 a.m. and don't
leave until 6 p.m.," Flood said.
Admitting that there is nothing he
can do right now except hope that
conditions will improve within the
next year, Flood says in a grief
stricken voice, ''My sales are down
40 percent as compared to this time
last year."
Many other vendors share the
same sentiment as Flood. While they
may not know exactly by what percentage, they say there has been a
noticeable decrease in sales. Mr.

added.

ttention Student
Entrepreneurs:
If you have a business that you would like to
have featured In the Spotlight Entrepreneur
Column, contact Tasha Halley at 806-4746.

ety of products.
''I tried to bring in books, t-shins,
buttons, candy, incense ... everything.
But this rece ssio n is killing us .
Students just don't have the money
they had at one time," Saeed said.
While many students admit that
past economic woes were due to
financial mismanagement, they say
that now their parents can't ~fford to
se nd them the money they once-

--Michael Flood
Photo by Preston Jenkins

Gwendolyn Johnson own a hot dog stand In front of the
A-Building and has been a vendor for over 1Oyears.
Jimmy, who has been located in the
central area of campus for 1he past
15 years, says he is definitely hurting. But he, like Flood, says there is
nothing to do but wait on the economy to improve.
''While sale s are down , they
haven~t ceased," Jimmy sa id. He
maintains good relations with many
student s despite th e economy's
depressed condition.
In order to fight the battle of the
economy, Jimmy said, ''I keep prices
as low as possible and con tinue to
give good customer service-with a
•

could.
A senior majoring in broadcast
journalism who wishes to remain
anonymous, says, ''I used to eat on
campus nearly everyday. A hot dog
here, potato chips there; however my
father was laid off and informed me
that money was 'tight. ' I began to go
to the grocery store and bought my
own hot dogs and potato chips and
either eat lun ch at home between
classes ,or pack a lunch.''
Currently, there is no solution to
1he economy's problems. All vendors can do is grin and bear their
financial woes. As far as attracting
more students, all agreed that product variety and good service were the

•

W. stu41D1s t:kt dlelr routine trip to buy groceries, those shopping at Safeway will have the choice of paying with their bank

I (VISA, MaltaCard or Discover). About 25 of Safeway's 144 stores here ,are already offering the credit card service and all stores
tLp lcted lo be 11141 bJ.;rly summer. Also students 6ave the choice of using their MOST cards and having their accounts debited

or die -

' al_,

llley spend. Electronic devices wiU be stationed at each check out and the customer wiU slide their card

die IC 1a•u ud pancb in their personal identification number (PIN) to have their account debited.
i...----.;...

UNDER RADUA
L
24-HOUR CONTINUOUS SERVICE
WEEK1
Beginning Sunday, April 19, 12:30 pm
continously through
Friday, April 24, 8:00 pm
Saturday, April 25, 9:0(} am - 8:00 pm

'

'

WEEK2
Beginning Sunday, April 26, 12:30 pm
continously through
Friday, May 1, 8:00 pm
Saturday,
May
2,
9:00
am
8:00
pm
,

•'

WEEK3
Beginning Sunday, May 3, 12:30 pm
continously through ~
Wednesday, May 6, midnight
Thursday, May 7, 8:00 am - midnight
Friday, May 8, 8:00 am - 5:00 pm

Sunday, April 19, through Wednesday,
May 6, 1991
The University Libraries is pleased to
open Undergraduate Library for the
benefit of serious study, especially
students preparing for final exams or
completing research papers.
To insure an environment conducive to
these efforts, please comply with the
following:
I•
*FOOD AND DRINK ARE NOT PERMITTED IN THE
UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
*LOUD CONVERSATION OR OTHER NOISY
BEHAVIOR IS PROHIBITED
*HOWARD UNIVERSITY IDENTIFICATION IS

24-hour chartered bus service provided for off-campus residents;
24-hour University shuttle provided to/from the Howard Plaza Towers.
Inquire at the reference desk for the respective schedules.
GOOD Ll{CK ON YOUR EXAMSI
.
REMINDERS: Food and drink are not permitted in the University Libraries; loud
conversation or other noisy behavior is prohibited; Howard University identification

REQUIRED.

GOOD LUCK ON YOUR EXAMS!!

is required.
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Work on University's physical facilities
to exceed 50 million dollars for 1992
'.

'

•

•

•

Douglass Hall, School of Divinity among those buildings with a facelift
University buildings -

By Larry W. Brown
Hilltop Staff Writer

Having already spent $40 million in renovations on
campus, that figure is expected to exceed $50 million this
year, according to Edward Pinkard, assistant vice-president for Physical Facilities Management.
Pinkard added 1hat the department's major renovations
this academic year have included the renovation of the
entire School of Divinity, replacing the roof of Cramton
' Auditorium , and completely renovating Cook Hall.
The $40 million figure ''includes projects in all stages
of development, such as the elevator and roofing repairs,
and the construction of the [Howard University] Hospital
Tower," he said.
In addition to the changes that have been made, students said other areas on campus that need renovations are
Founder's Library, some of the University's elevators, the
brick steps leading into the Valley beside Andrew Rankin
Memorial Chapel and additional improvements to
Douglass Hall.
The department targeted Douglass Hall last senlester
for renovations. According to Philip Artin, director of
Physica1 Facilities Planning and Development, the depart·
ment plans to replace the windows in Douglass and has
already upgraded the restrooms.
''The painting helped, but it was done at a poor time. It
improved the appearance of the department, but they need
to do more,'' said one Douglass Hall employee, who asked
not to be identified.
I
Pinkard said renovation of the infrastructure in the

the ele~trical steam and water

distribution - is the department's primary goal for the
next 12 to 18 months. He added that upgrading those
facilities will help solve blackouts and low water pressure
leaving the room for the other problems.
'
''Everyone is pleased with the renovations around the
campus," Pinkard said. ''The faculty and students have

been very cooperative.''
.According to another employee in Douglass Hall , ''We
still have a water leakage problem in Douglass but
they're not finished yet. A little more work needs be

io

done.''
But some s1uden1s feel that the renovations were

incomplete and superficial.
''The entire building is plain dirty," said Brent Terry, a
graduate
student
concentrating
on
Sociology/Anthropology, whose office is in Douglass.
''They painted but didn't renovate. Why paint if the ceiling is S[ill going to leak? This is a total waste of money."
Terry added that improvements need to be made for the
handicapped, particularly by upgrading the elevator.
''It's too old and the door is too heavy," he said.
Cristal Rollins, a junior majoring in early childhood
education, agreed. ''It's terrible! The elevators don't
work for students on crutches who can't climb stairs," she
said.
While some students feel the improvements 10
Douglass Hall were not visible, citing painting as the only
work they have seen, faculty members like Fran Nichol
said, ''It's a preventive maintenance situation. The windows are rotting and the carpets are filthy, but the building
is in better shape than others.''
Pinkard added. ''Hopeful ly we will be able to do addi-

Photo by Ayoke Campbell

The brick steps leading from the main yard to the valley beside Rankin Chapel are among
those areas to be repaired by the Physical Facllltles department this year.
tional things in Douglass. We also want to upgrade the one of the four stages of development: planning, design,
handicap facilities across the campus."
construction, and close-out," he said.
Susan Lambkin, a senior majoring in administration of :
Money is also a factor in completing renovations. The
justice, said, ''They just candy-coat everything. The ' A' ' money for repairs and renovation comes out of the
building has wall-lo-wall carpeting and air conditioning, University budget, bond iss ue s, deferred maintenance
while students are dying (from the heat) in Douglass."
money and other sources, Pinkard said.
Lambkin also said that broken chairs and windows
''We have very limited finan cial resources, but the
were other causes of complaints from students.
University is doing its best," he said .
''I wouldn 't advise anyone to come to this school the
''Except for the Howard Plaza Towers and the School
way it looks now," said Ralph Rogers, a freshman major- of Business, ~he ~verage age of the campus buildings is 45
ing in jazz studies.
years. Cons1der1ng that, the classrooms are in good conJust. because st~dents and faculty may not see improve- dition," Artin said.
ments 1n the phys1ca1 structure, does not mean that work is
Pinkard said that major dorm renovations are set to
not being done, according to Arlin.
begin after July I. ,Other plans include the building of
''This office monitors the completion of new construe- another do.nn beside Bethune Hall - the Bethune Annex,
lion jobs. Right now, we are close lo handling 85 pro- - upgrading the administration building, completing the
jects," Artin said.
construction of Cook Hall and a complete renovation of
''There are many renovation projects across campus in the Howard Universi1y Law School.

Stay-awake stimulants cause after-effects
By Chelsea L. Stalling

Hil/top Staff Writer
That time of year has come when all
papers are due, when a11 projects must
be presented, and when all exams happen to fall on the same day. In addition
to the hectic pace, the word ''sleep'' is
seemingly exempt from one 's vocabulary.
The typical college student usually
invests in stimulant medication such as
''No-Doze'' or ''Vivarin'' to pull allnighters. Contrary to popular belief,
these ''uppers'' can be very hazardous to
one's health.
t
Phannacist, and 1975 Howard graduate, Ike Enyi recommends that students
have a physical examination before tak·
ing stimulants.
• ''If a person must use a substance, he
should take a physical exam frrst, '' Enyi

said. ''That wJy, the physician can check
for any underlying problems the individual may have''
Enyi went on to say that using stimulants withou a doctor's consent jeopar··
dizes the p rson' s health and maybe
even the perspn 's life.
''Eventua\ly your body gives up, and
you will cras'h. As the saying goes 'what
goes up must come down,''' Enyi said.
Freshmarl psychology major Angela
Banks has taken Vivarin in order to stay
up and study. ·
'.'I took ~ivarin , drank Coke, and
everything else," Banks said. ''I think it
(staying a~ake) was all in my mind . I
wanted 10 slay up, so I stayed up."
B~ks ~as ab.le lo s t~y up. ~ut she
was hit with a big surprise during the
test she wits scheduled to take the fol lowing moriing.
''The °rext day , I fell asleep at the
final . Whfn I woke up, my professor

was announcing that I only had 30 minutes left," Banks said.
Other students like junior English
major Lori Burton have stopped using
stimulants because of the after effects.
''I stopped taking Vivarin because it
makes you too hyper," Burton said. ''I
try to start studying earlier since most of
my tests usually fall around the same
time.''
Twenty-five Howard students were
polled and asked for suggeslions in order
to stay awake during ''crunch time."
Lloyd Humphrey, a junior majoring
in ac1uary science, suggests going to
sleep when tired.
"If I'm sleepy. I'll just go 10 sleep for
~ while then w.ake up early in the mom1ng and study,' Humphrey said.
Other suggestions ranged from taking
a nap in the afternoon and eating chocolate to drinking coffee and having
friends stay up with you.
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ANNUALAWARDSDINNER
honoring the current staff and former editors
in our rich legacy of excellence in journalism

STUDENT LEADERS'
'

"AccEPTING THE CHALLENGE"

April 24th. 25th, 1992
Blackb~rn

Thursddy, May 7, 1:992
Founders B~llroom-Howard Inn
2225 Georgia Avenue NW
Washington, D.C.
5:30 p.m. Cash Bar
7:00 p.m. Dinner

•

wORKSHOP:
,

Center

It's a Must !!!
tum to : Officx of Student Activities, Suite t 17

-----------------------------------e appropriate registration fee to: The
ter-Cash or money order preferred;
R est payable to: Office of Student

Complete the info
OffICC of Student
payment may also be
Activities.

_____

___

'•

Name:.
Organiz.ation :._ _ _ ____1~_..,____,
Current Position :. ____-'<,-..=-+
Address .: _ _ _ _ _ _ __,,___
_,,_~_,,__

•

I

Courtland Milloy
WashingtJn Post Columnist
-)

RSVP Tanisl!za Massey 806-6866
or Leslie Harriell-Lewis 806-7000
by April 30
General Admiss~on $20.00 * Students $12.00
Tables are available for student organiz.ations at $100.00

.·'""'""c"''""·~ .
..

___

._. ·-· ---

'l'rI·-L·-·

. ..

Phone :._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,,_

Registration Fee : ( ) $10.1)0 includes I
Form ofPayment : ( ) Cash

SELECT SESSIONS THAT YOU PLAN TO ATIEND :

FRIDAY, APRIL 24

SATURDAY, APRIL 2S

( ) Getting Started
( ) S1•ccessful Programs
( ) Facilities Expo
( ) Public Speaking
( ) Leadership Savvy
( ) Parliamentary Procedures
( ) Presidential Reception

( ) Goal Setting

----·I

( ) Money

•

( ) What's Legal/What's Ethical?

( ) Special Events
( ) Public Relations
( ) Getting Started
( ) Parliamentary Procedures
) Wrap Up/Summary Evaluation
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Greetings to my feUow students,
As the end of yet another year
approaches, and another class
prepares to walk across the stage, I
cannot help but to wonder what
impact our generation will have on

society. It is the mission of Howard
University to train the best of the
few to lead the worst of the many. I
am positive that I am shaking hands
with future doctors, lawyers, politicians, journalists and maybe even a
few celebrities. But .as we move
fro m the protective sk irt of our

beloved Universi ty, what agenda
have we focused on for ourselves?
As we reflect on the Civil Rights
Era, we see that college students
and young African-American pro-

fessional s served as the catalysts
behind Dr. King and fueled the fire
of Malcolm X. Active participation
in the struggle was motivated by an
emotional response to racial injustices. The purpose was clearly
defined , and African-American s
banned together to defeat a common adversary. Butjn 1992, can we
honestly say who or what we are
fighting? Does a common adversary exist, and, if it does, who will
lead us in the fight? Some may say
Je sse Jackson or Mini ster

Charles D. Graham
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Hilltop Staff Writer
Although Dr. William Sadler, dean
of the Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences, has many people demanding his ti me, when asked for an
immediate interview by THE
HILLTOP, he complied .
His office is so immaculate that it
looks like a scientific laboratoryeverything in its proper place, books
neatly stacked, papers and magazines stacked decoratively as if he
ne\'er reads them. But he does.
Sadler, dea n si nce 1988, is in
charge of nearly 1, I00 students and
the third largest sc hool at Howard
University comprised of 32 departments. Operating as the largest graduate school at Howard, the school
offers 23 Ph .D. programs and 30
master 's degree programs in the divi-
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sions of applied scie nces, arts and
hu1nanities, bi1olog ical and life sciences, engineering and physical sciences and social sciences as wel l as,
allied researchtcenters and insti tutes.
According t · Dr. Jol1netta Davis,
associate dean for Student Relations,
··we have projected that 70 people
will get a Ph.Q. this year. Last year,
we had 63 students receive a Ph.D."
Even though pavis. a 14 year veteran, has been responsible for bringing
in more than lS5 mil lion in grant
money, financing thei r students· education has bee11a major obstacle.
'' Findi11g thd fu nds to support the
stude1lts. so far. has been a major
impediment,'' Sadler said. ··our students really perform miracles. Doing
what they do rith minimal support
and they still "lanage to <tchieve.'·
Sadler is nq stranger to achievemen1. In 19f7· he received the

.
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National Institute of Health 's (NIH)
second high es t award, the NIH
Director's Award. In 1986, he went
one step higher and received the PHS
Superior Service Award, the highest
award possible at NIH.
In 195'3, Sadler received his bachelo r of sc ience degree from Texas
Southern Unive rsit y in Hous ton.
Texas. In 1957, he received his master's degree from the same institution. Sadler the,n moved to Purdue
University to earn his Ph.D.
From 1979 through 1988. Sadler
served as chief of the Reproductive
Sciences Branch and the Center for
Popula1ioq Re searc h at NIH in
Bethesda, Md., where he directed and
had line responsibility fo r the staff
and operations of the branch, and
handled a budget of approximately
$90 million for the support of more
than 650 individual research grants.
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BISON YEARBbOK
IS LOOKING FOR
A FEW DEDICATED AND TALENTED
PEOPLE TO FILL THE FOLLOWING
POSITIONS:
'
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COPY EDITOR
LAYOU'J; EDITOR
CLERICAL EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
PHOTOGRlPHY EDITOR
TYPESETTERS
COPY'fRITERS
PHOTOGRAPHERS
LAYOUT ASSISTANTS
DARKROOM ASSISTANT
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Applications can be picked up in the
Office of Student Activities,
Blackbum Center Room 117.
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ing to sacrifice his money, time,
personal advances and poss.ibly his
life in an undying effort to help the
masses of African-Americans. A
leader must be able to stand in the
midst of adversity and courageously challenge authority and the system regardless of what he has to
lose. As future graduates of
Howard University, does our agenda include these types of sacrifices?
I'm not saying a leader cannot and
should not aspire to live comfortably; however, he must be willing
to put the se things aside for the
good of the people.
As we move out into the corporate
world, I charge each graduate to
make or at least contemplate hi s
agenda. Will you be a true leader, a
''Mover and Shaker," or just a credit to your race? It is inevitable that
you will succeed because you are a
Howardite. But let us not reap the
benefits of an old legacy, but rather
create one for ourselves.
Congratulations to the Class of
1992 and may God bless you.
Charles D. Graham ,President of
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.,
Beta Chapter.

The fact that he loved
th e job dearl y is evidenced by the entire year
it
took
Howard
University to woo him
away from NIH . So
what was the determining factor that finally
persuaded him to grace
Howard University with
hi s presence?
''Black employees at
NIH quest ioned why
Howard Universi ty did
not do more researc h,''
Sadler said. '' I felt that I
could help Howard get
its re search programs
sta rt ed. Besid es. it 's
hard to turn down Dr. William Anderson Sadler presents a student an award at the Annual
Howard University."
Ph.D. Awards Dinner the Blackburn Center last May.
But rtwhyt? is research so
d ucte d. researc h 1ea d.1ng to the 1eng1ng
· to be 1n
· t h"1s pos1t1
· ·on because
·
con
1
~~rs~of all, it 's the excitement of understanding of the karposis sar~o- of the uni~~e promis~ o~.the grad~
discovery ,, answered Sadler. ··And ma, ~ neoplasm frequently assoc1at- ate .school, Sadler sa~d. My goal.is
· d 1·1"s real l the wa ou solve ed with AIDS.
to improve the quality of the pro1
sec~~ ' ,,
Y
YY
'' He ma)' 1lave saved mill ions of grams in the Graduate School of Arts
pr~or e:x~~ple, Sadler recently intro- li~es ~cause· of his research," Sadler an? Sciences and to fulfill our comduced Dr. Robert c. Ga ll o at the said. ~He developed a test for. AIDS m1tment to research at Howard
Distingui shed Scie ntists Seminar screen~ng. But he develope~ 11 after University.''
Series. Gallo and coworkers, with 1983 and Arthur,, Ashe might not
And who better than Sadler is capahie of leading the Graduate School
scientists at 1he Pasteur Institute. dis- have AIDS' today·
.
covered the human immunodeficienFour years of ~x p.er1ence has not of Arts and Sciences to its goal of
cy virus (HIV) that is the causative ~ecreased Sadle.r s high energy level. becoming one of the leading instituagent in the Acquired Immune · ' get he~ at 7.30 a. m. every mom- tions in research. He has spent most
Deficiency Syndrome (A IDS) dis- 1ng because we h1~ve a l~t to ~o and ,a of his life conducting research. And
to go ' he. said · ,, I don t based on his enthusiasm, he shows
ease. Gallo and coworkers also dis- long '"ay
~
cove red a human herpes virus and know. 1f '·have a .typical.day.
no sign of slowing down .
''I find 11 very 1nterest1ng and chal-

STOP
THROWING $200 AWAY
EVERY MONTH!
If you are living in a dorm, that is how
much you could save by living at
CAsTLE MANOR AND HIGHVIEW M
•
Located at 2505 13th Street, NW
convenient to METRO and CAMPUS .
Efficiencies from $375 I month
1 Bedrooms from $474/month
2 Bedrooms from $600 I month
*Show your student I.D. when you sign a one year lease and
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and social issues are of no importance to him .because he feels that
everyone can "make it" if they pull
them selves up by the boot straps.
Sound familiar?
A credit also feels that he is an
American who is incidentally of
African descent. The credit is the
most dangerous kind of professional because it is his promoted
image which makes the hopeful
fee l that we have made considerable strides.
The second cate~ory is the
''Movers and Shakers' who probably represents the largest percentage of African-American professional s. Like the credit , the
''Movers and Shakers'' enjoy the
finer things in life; however, they
follow a slightly different agenda.
They represent the individuals who
excel in all facets of mainstream
America clearing paths and making
the road to the top just a little
smoother for those to follow. He
will never place himself in jeopardy. but is always looking for a
way to make a way for someone
else.
One may ask what differentiates a
''Mover and Shaker'' from a true
leader. The difference is the will
to sacrifice. A leader must be wi ll-

Dea:ri's research background brings daily diversity
By Preston Jenkins

•
•'

Farakhan. But what happened to
the hope s and dream s of the
African-American communities
when Malcolm and Martin were
executed? Their absence resulted
in an absence of guidance and we
were forced to make it the best way
we·could.
The pre.c eding generatio~ has
become rather comfortable 1n the
advances they have made, and they
are entitled to that comfort. Are we
really better off today than we were
25 years ago? Was desegregation
just a method of silencing a crying
baby by giving it what it wan1ed?
We have allowed the link with the
common folk of our communities
to become the barrier which separates us from them. Therefo re,
Howard and all the Hi storically
Black Colleges and Universi ties
have, in one aspect, failed in their
miss ion s. As we look down the
road 25 years from now, what is on
your agenda to make a difference?
Will we be true leaders, ''Movers
and Shakers," or just pl ain credits
to our race?
A credit is someone who is simply concerned with his own personal achievements. He progresses up
the corporate ladder and purchases
a fine home and nice cars. Racial

All Applications are due Wednesday, April
22, 1992 at 5:00 p.m .

get the 2nd month's rent free (offer expires June 1, 1992) .

Call Marlene Stevenson at (202) 265-4446
~
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Shod stories, island culture found this week's Books I 82
Want results of the Howard relays? See Sports / 85 .
Wanna buy a plane ticket to Texas? Check Hilltopics!!
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Books /82
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Excursions /84
Hilltopic s / 86

Sports / BS
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From Chuck Berry t.o Jimi
Hendrix, the black voice in rock
has always been around. Now,
it's just getting a bit louder...

<::lpckwise from above: Rock groups Bad Brains, Follow For
Now, and Ice T (who is now featured with Body Count)

It was a lVed11e~·day nigJ1t, aro1111tl 9:17, whe11 myself
'

and few other HoK•ardites 1·e11t11red deep into downtown
'D.C. Tl1e te11lperat11re J1qd dropped l<J 11eari)' 20 degrees.
bt1t Ottr tl1ick wi11ter

cot1t~·

tt11tl tl1e a11til·ipatit111 of wl1at

was to take JJ/ace tl1t1t 11igl1t kept 11 ~· q11ite h'arn1. lii11ally,
K•e arrived <If 1J11r desti11c1tio11 . tl1e 9:30 ( 'l11b, a J1a1 en for
D.C. 's 1111tlergro1111tf 1·r1ck f 1111 s.
1

Upo11 e11teri11g, I »·a~· e.\·pe£'li11g to see 111a~·se~· of wltite
}'Ouths decked i11 k'Or11-011t 1Wetallica or Dead Kenned>•'s
tee shirts wit/1 exte11si1·e()' lr111g (a11d extensively colorful) J1air.\·tyles. 111 .~tead, I wit11essell so1nething rarely
see11 back 011 Howarll's ca111p11s or i11 111;· l11J111et11rf of
Harlem.
In additio11 to tl1e w/1ite aftcio11ad<1~·, we k•ere greeted
by 011r ow11 people. Black ski11/1 ead~- do1111ed i11 Ag11ostic
f"ront sl1irts, ot/1ers wit/1 dreaded 111ol1awks and, )'es,
plenty of ''11or111al b1·otl1a .~. '' T/1ere k•ere eve11 some sisters, p1111kell 0111 i11 JJfaid .1·kirts a11d leatl1er jackets, with
black Doc A:larte11's boots to be fo 1111d everywl1ere. 011ce
tl1e shOk' started I reiilized tl1at tl1is k'011ld be a night that
I wo11ld re111e111her for a f<111g tirne.

Brinson
Hilltop Staff Reporter

BY. Yaphet ''Ley''

J,1\CKS in 11lternati \'C111usic circles (for

th e pt1rp(1<;e of this <trt i<.' le, defined as
r11 t1 ~ic 1101 11st1 all y l1 c;.1rd on tradi ti onal
bl;1ck radio or perfo n11ed b}' mos! contempor<tr}' black a rti ~ t s). p<1rticularly rock, is
nol <1tlt'\\o' 1re11cl, btt! <l rc11lity tl1at has existed mostly withir1Jllore esolcric circles. Altl1ough not all
rock music m<1y be lot1(l <111d ear-achi11g (R.E.M .. Sting,
etc.) nlany people 111:1)' ~Till \VOt1ller \v l1;l\ interests anyone
would h;1\ e in roc k 111usic, especi:1ll y !1eavy 111etal and
even pu11k/11ardcore. \\ hicl1tetl(l to be tl1e most radical.
Usually \vhe11 people tl1 ink of thi s kind of mus ic,
1

1

stereotypical in1ages of satan-worship, racism and LSD
users run rampanl. However, as \vith many less-than-commercial venues. ne\VS media tend to focus solely on few
and very far between ir1cidents, typical of the way hip-hop
music only gets air time if lhere is violence at a concert.
But the question still ren1ains, why \vould black people
enjoy rock?
Son1e people suggest th:1t rock has its roots in the black
community, such as with rock ·n' roll legends Chuck
Berry and Little Richard, as well as Elvis(not!).
Leo11a Willis, a senior from D.C. majoring in film production, agreed, saying, ''Even in ils discord, rock music
has an African base."This is one plausible suggestion, but
by 110 means are there no others.
As with jazz, reggae, funk and rap, rock music emerged
from a subculture that did not see itself fitting comfortably
within soc iety, which Was definitely evident in the social
awakenings of the 60s and early 70s. This deviation from
mainstream culture and disenfranchised lifestyle needed a
medium to voice its message.
While most black Americans were jamming on funk
giants like Parliament/Funkadelic, James Brown, reggaemeis1er Bob Marley, jazz great Miles Davis and soulman
Sly Stone (most of whom experimented with rock overtones), some folks were turning up early metal bands like
Led Zeppel in. bluesy-distortive Jimi Hendrix, the psychohypnotic Pink Floyd and punksters, the Sex Pi stols, all of
which expressed disconte11t with society while sparking
genu ine innovations in music.
ne band that can definitely be credited as the
original black rockers is a native D.C. band, Bad
Brains. Originally a jazz-fusion quartet during
the la1e 70s called Mindpower, these four Wash ingtonians
are the firs! and foremost black group 10 penetrate into and
be a~cepted in the underground arena of punk and hardcore music in the early eighties.
Able to go from melodic, almost lazy roots reggae, to

O

~

blitzspeed punk rock in six seconds (literall y), Bad Brains
are best known for giving a definite rhyth1nic edge to a
musical genre deservi ng of it .
Along with lead guitarist Dr. Know·s slicy rifts over
I~

H.R.'s cut-throat vocals, demonstra~d on the
vengefu l ''Banned in D.C.'' and ''I A ainst I'', a
tune condemning self-serv ing ·me ' ttitudes,
Bad Brains cool down their shows1with laid
back reggae cuts, such as ''I & I Survive'' and
''Leaving Babylon.··
Coming in a few miles north from New York
City on a definite hard edge, is South Bronx's
24-7 Spyz. Most noted for their rockish cover
of Kool & the Gang's early seventies hit,
''Jungle Boogie'', 'Spyz still stay close to their
hardcore edge despite some line up changes. A
sample of their striking sounds can be wit·
nessed on one of the more recent Budweiser
commercials.
Straddling fences with a hectic blend of deep
funk, sadistic ska, and untan1ed metal, simmering in a sea of soul, Fishbone arrives as a band
of serious talent. Originally from ~outh Central
Los Angeles, this seven member band dabbles
iryto different musical dimens ion s via live
drums, guitars, horns and fron1man Angelo 's
neurotic vocals. Already on their third·LP with
a host of EP"s, Fishbone del ivers a spectrum of
songs from humorous, a11d sometimes meaningless, tunes like ··v.T.T.L.O.T.F. D.G.F." and
''Bonin' in the Boneyard'' to songs with serious
meaning including ''Tum the Other Way'' and
''Ghetto Soundwave.''
Now, for those music lovers who may not be
so receptive of such ear-splilting sounds, there
is an answer. Contemporary groups such as the
Eric Gales ' Band, gui1arist Jon Butcher and
bands in the Black Rock Coalition (BRC), spearheaded by
rock idols Living Colour, intend to bring black rock musi-

please see ROCK, page B3
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perso11a ofjazz legends capttired in e
Omowale Elson
Hilltop Staff Writer

BY.

T this n10111 ent. 1·Ki11d of Blue'' is being
bl ;1s1cd fr o111 tl1 e Arm our J. Blackburn
U11iversily Cer1t er Art Gallery with such
re l c111l e~s e a ~e. th at it renders the soul tolally
conquerecl.
What else to expect wl1en the likes of Miles Davis and
Dizzy Gillespie share the sa111e space, while at the same
time John Hendricks and Big Joe Turner sing the blues?
There are no \Vords ye! fon11ed to describe the sheer ecstasy of so cnthralli11g an experience. So Discri minating, yet
so fra1emal.
'
Thanks to 1he lens and ir1 sightfulness of jazz photographer and California 11ativc Will Wallace. the artistic
moments of these great n1usicians. some of them legends,
have been en1baln1ed to _-; erve generations of jazz musi-

''I want it to be:£1'H"'b'ewhm.
Jookingatmy~31ihsfir

peop)etoimaginethemusicm-at
lea;;t the fuiedot11 <Iit:'
-Will \\311acecians and enthusiasts to come. ''Kind of Blue'', a 34-piece
exhibition which has been on display since March 28 and
comes down on April 26, is worth the visit, 'cause there 's
no telling when this rich history will come this way again.
''I wanl it to be possible, when looking at my photographs, for people to imagine the music or at least the

\

freedom of ii,'' said Wallace, hin1self a former jazz pianisl.
His adventure into photography started abou1 25 years
ago, when he 1ried one of his ''stolen motnent'' feats 011
Gillespie, who retorted jokingly:, '' Don 't you dare put
that Mickey Mouse camera in my face.'' This is one of
Wallace 's reportorial stories which he repeats f'or his
patrons, as he did on the ellhibit's opening night.
''When you have photographed Gillespie, the Pope,
Prince Philip (of Britain), Desmond Tutu, that 's it," he
'
boasted, though ra1her humbly. laying
out his credentials.
Besides the Blackburn Gallery, Wallace's works are
found in the distinguished collections of Clint East\vood,
Wynton Marsalis, Linda Hopkins, Clark Terry and
Gillespie, who is also an accompli shed pholographer,
though not matching his skills as a trumpeter.
Understand the n why jazz lover, Debroah Stalling,
recruitment coordinator for Doctors Community Hospital,
exclaimed, ''The fingers! Miles ' hands! .'' as she related

her favorite piece enlitled, ''Miles'', a close-up photo of
Miles Davis' hand. "'It 's a piece of art.''
In fact, her sentiments reflected the consensus of an onthe-spot poll taken that night.
'·That photogra ph ('' Mil es'') portrays the class of
lWallace]," responded Gene Hyden, a jazz photographer
for 17 years and member of the Washington Association
of Jazz Photographers.
Situated as it is, the ''Miles'' photograph is the beginning
and 1he end of the exhibition, the alpha and omega.
U11erly symbolic. According to Wallace, this, along with
another photograph entitled ''Miles Two," was taken al
Stanford University six month~ _ before the jazz &enius'

death last year.
Every vein, muscle, line and contour of Miles· hand~
summed up in one word: intense. In both pieces, Miles is

please see ART, page B3
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Vibrant, magical, musical rhythms come alive in Kelvin Christopher.James' new book, Jumping Ship
BY. Michelle Martin
Hilltop Staff Writer

have often wondered how writers are able
to create such vibrant pieces of fiction that
depict such real life situations and yet manage
to make them either funny or serious or even a .
little of both and yet sneak in a message,
always etching lasting pictures in the 1ninds of
the readers.
I often wanted to meet one of these writers, find out
how they create, what the driving force is behind their
writing, where the stories come from.
Spring semester 1992, Wednesday, I p.m.,
Founders Library Rm 300, "The Howard University
Literary Series." In walks Kelvin Christopher James.
His striking appearance caused me to look up and
stare for a brief moment. With his dreadlocks, badman strut and hand in pocket, he walked up to the
pooium, studied the faces in the room and broke into a 1
gnn.
James has published his first book, a collection of
short stories set both in Trinidad, where he was raised
and Harlem, New York, where he now resides. He has
come to read excerpts from his book to tantalize us.
He succeeds.
Jumping Ship , his book, is a creation rich in
vibrant colors, poetic language and musical rhythm.
The language of his characters is also invigorating.
He writes the dialect of his characters in a simplified
fashion so those readers not indigenous to the
Caribbean can relate to and understand what is being
said.
As a child, I myself grew up in the West Indies,
reading such Caribbean writers as V.S. Naipaul,
Claude McKay and Louise Bennett. As they did in
their works, this new writer brings to Caribbean literature a new crop of pictures. He teaches some of the
same lessons that these more seasoned writers have
presented, but from a new perspective, blending the
culture with the language of the West Indies.
James divides his book into three parts. In part one,
he describe~·iife ·iii-thooC-aribbean as told by those

book: Jumping Ship
author: Kelvin Christopher James
price: $20.00
publisher: Villard Books

growing up there. He shows the relationship
between brothers, one struggling to burst out of his
little boy britches so he can be treated more grown
up, while another shows a young teenage boy's
destruction in his years of maturity when his mishandling of his newly found manhood causes his
demise.
Part two gives us a view of those West
Indians who came abroad to the U.S. One story
tells the tale of two young West Indian men who
jump ship in order to escape and see the busy
streets and neon lights in a town that looks like it
never goes to sleep.
In the final third of his book, James tells of
life in Harlem and also of returning home to
Trinidad. He describes the world of the child drug , •
dealer and how friendship turns to mistrust and •
hatred and the petrifying results of this friendship
gone awry.
The book ends with a going home story a.
The tale of a father who takes his son to the
Caribbean where he and the child's mother were
raised. There the boy meets his superstitious, bitter
grandmother. The story is one that shows the
deep love and trust of a father and son.
The stories in Jumping Ship are so accessible to the reader, that they pull you in. You
become a part of the stories, in the midst of the
action instead of being at a window looking in.
James presents the reader with stories
about real life, witchcraft, its effects, love and
understanding. He also introduces a look into broken friendships and their consequences, returning
home and what happens when some people change
and others remain the same.
Jam~as created a literary work of which
he can be proud. It is a creation that takes those
from the Caribbean on a journey back home and
gives all others an inside look at life in the warm,
colorful, musical Caribbean,where the sim!Jle
things are enjoyed and appreciated-the world
seems like paradise.
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Blacks take the
jump on Elvis
''

RQCK from page 81
-i ans to the forefront of po pular
music. The BRC, inc luding bands

like J.J. Jumpers, the Deed. Eye and I

(A ) -

Grammy-winner Natalie Cole has
separated from her husband, music
producer and arranger Andre
Fisher.
'' Both have expressed hope that
the separation will only be temporary,'' Miss Cole's recording company, Elektra Record s, said
Monday.
Miss Cole won seven Grammy
Award s in February for her
''Unforgettable'' album, a tribute
to her late father, Nat ''King'' Cole.
Fisher produced half the album's
22 songs and shared executive producer credits with Miss Cole.

ba11d fro1n the 'hood, Body Count.
The ir n1 usic is str.ictly hardcore rock:
110 S<lin ples, no drun1 machines or

raps.just streetwise expressions from
the other side of the musical tracks.

and most recently Fol low For Now,<• Their debut video for ''There Goes
fi ve member band fron1 Atlanta, is <I tl1e Neighbo rhood'' premi ered on
poten t combination ot' h<1rd rock ,
MTV's Headbangers' Ball and a new
funk. jazz. and rhythm & blues \\ itl1 albL11n is filling up store shelves now.
some senous messages.
Alongside Body Co unt comes .a
Li vi ng Colour pays (re)tribu1e rock '11 • rap combo fro m Tennessee,
with the ir song ··El\ is is Dead'' \\ hile the Hard Corps. As wi th many
Fol low For Now takes <J st:1nd 011 ba11ds
before
the m
(th e
police brutalit)' on ··Trust·· ancl
Untouchi1btes. J o B o~ers, etc.) th is
explore peoples· brai11washecl 111en- group shows tha t music can tran tality with a C0\ er of Public Enern)'.5 scend race. Produced by hip hop DJ
''She Watch Chan11el Zero.··
1<1111 Master J<1y, th is inte rracial group
Si nce heavy n1ctal arid i1s ir1tense merges the fine art of11um1able mixsister-genre punk share the sa111c ori- .ing and scratching with bac k-to1
gins as hip-hop (all being born fro111 basic instrumental music
ro satisfy
the same. n1ore radical attitudes of those middle of the road music fans.
the seventies), it is no\vhere far fro1n
Fo r the most parl, Howard stusurprising to see some hip-hop <trtists dents have few reservations towards
diving into rock. Evan ·z,Lne-Lover· the se artists br11nch)ng out. Ral ph
Claytor. an H.U. student a11d 111e1nber Anderson. a senior fine ar1s major
of the hip-hop groLip U.G.O .. docs fro111 Brooklyn, N.~ said, ··11 takes
not necessa rily listen to rock bu! alot of hea11 to clo wllat these [art is1s]
believes that, ··As a n1usician. I !iste11 do...
to all l)'peS of music si11ce ii l1clps 111e
As far as rock '11' rap combinato become innovati\ e and to sta)' tions. ··11·s the big th~ng," said Renisa
aware of the music sce11e."
A11dersor1, a se ni6r fil m major.
This be lief is bolstered by nia11)' AlthoL1gh another. ~izan Shabazz, a
artists: Run DMC with Aerosn1itl1 fil111 '111ajor from B ~onx, N.Y. says,
(''Walk This Way''). Public E11e1ny ··11 ·s like plitting clam in coffee, it
working Anthrax ('' Bring the \\·e:1ke11s it!! ..
Noize'') and witl1 Li,•i11g Colour's
So \\·t1a1 ·s iz1 !he uture of popular
Vernon Reid (''She \Va1cl1 Cl1ar1nel 111t1sic'? Is ''black·· r~ck going to take
Zero··) as well as tl1e Ju11g! c precede11ce? Will ,1ip- l1op cut s be
Brothers· and Q-Tip's recent collab- dubbed \\'ith 2uitar solos? Antonio
oratio11s with Fishbone. This ki11d of Pttrkcr. ;1 se ilior ja~z stud ies major
musical mergence also \\1orks i11 the fro111 Philadelphia. Pa., sees a return
1
opposite direction as ir1 Li\1 ing to ;tcoustic based rrlusic
while Andre
Colour working \\'ith Quee11 Latifa!1. Ligon. a fi11a~ce major from
Doug E. Fresh and others such as Housto11. Tx .. ervisions ''more
Red Hot Chili Peppers adop1ir1g (bl<1cks ir1 rock mpsic] v,iill emerge
funk-like basslines.
a11d tl1at rock 'n · ~ap will become a
West Coast rap ico11 Ice-T rece11t- OC\V tre11d ."
ly debuted with his 1ne1al me11acir1g
1

1

1

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) _ Jane

1
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Good all say s after 30 years o
studying chimpanzees in Africa ,
she's still learning about them .
''They are so like us. They ' re
very, very complex ... individualists,'' Ms. Goodall said Monday
during a stop on a fund-raising tour.
Ms. Goodall said she has been
working in Tanzania and other
African countries to save young
chimp s that are orphaned when
poachers shoot the mothers for
food or so they can sell the babies
on the black market.
''They 're sold as pets or to dealers for entertainment or medical
research,'' she said . '' We found
one that had spent 2 1/2 ye ars
chained to a toilet in a gas station.''

·Pictures bring jazz
greats to mind
ART from page 81

exchange of piano and vocals, or even Pharaoh

caught in an avanl-garde niood wilh his lrumpel
professing ''Kind of Blue''

In agreemenl wi1h buddi ng jazz pholographer,
Nancy Jagelka, the exhibi1ion captures a ''community of spirit'' in a natural musical envi ronment of

whal can be expected on slage - nolhing guaranteed, planned or can be contai ned.
Take for instance the photo of jazz vocal ist Linda

Hopkins as her hands glide 1hrough 1he air, epilomizing not only her inspirational performance, bul
also color with which art and soul radiates beyond

the perfonner.
Altenlion mus1certainly be given to photographs
of 1he dila1ed jaws of Gillespie on 1run1pe1, Sheila
Jordan and Harvey Swartz i11 a heart-re11dering

Sanders on sax (incidentally, rumored word has ii
1ha1 Pharaoh has oul a brand new compact disc of
ballads).
The last musical moments of Stan Getz, who
died of cancer last year, is recorded also, but
lhrough Wallace's photos, his sax plays on. There
is a lingering statement in this exhibilion that is lrue
for Gelz, as ii is for Santana, Steve Ture, Rufus ,
Linda Hopkins and others - there is an emotional
rapport wilh lhe viewer.
The success of Wallace's exhibilion has senl
inspiring ripples in the local jazz circles, said
Roberta McLeod, director of lhe University Cenler.
As a result, lhe Washington Jazz pholographers are
coming together for a collaborative showing sometime soon. Word to the wise: don't miss it!

PHI ·SIGMA PI

'WE'RE THE FU'l'URE'S FU.......
TURE''

NEW YORK (AP) _ Elizabeth
Taylor say s she admire s people
with AIDS who go public because
she knows how hard it is.
'' As someone who has lived in
1he public eye for many years, I'm
aware of the scrutiny that goe s
alo ng with it," the 60-year-o ld
actre ss said Monday al a jewelry
au cti on and dinner for the
Americ an Foundation for AIDS
Research.
Taylor presented the AmFAR
Award of Courage to Mary Fi sher,
43, an ait is1 and TV and theater
prod uce r who disc losed in
Febru ary that she has the AID S
virus.
Earlier thi s mon th , tenn is star
Arth ur Ashe di scl osed he has

AIDS. Last year, basketball great

The founding and new brothers of Phi Sigma Pl Natlcmal Honor
Fraternity, Alpha Tau Chapter, would like to thank the Howard
community for welcoming us wtth open arma. Phi Slp>a Pl Is
planning and working hard to make appa•ent that we an: an
organlzation of moral strength and outreaching servitude. We wtD
foster and make dynamic our beliefs of leadership, scholarship, and
fellowship. It Is also our desire to become a pupetual, Integral,
and beneftctal member of the Howard Untverstty community.

Magic Johnson announced he is
in fected with the virus.
I

o

KI NGSTO N, Jamaica (AP ) _

CAI>I'l'AL SELli' S'l'OllAGE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Former Pri me Mini ster Mi chael
Man ley has married for the fifth
time.
Mani e¥ wed Pa1rici a Gl ynne
Ewart in a ci vil ce remony on
Sunday.
Manle y, 67, who se rved as
prime minis1er from 1972 10 1980,
resum ed the office in 1989 but
resigned on March 28, citing poor
health .
He ha s been di vorced three
times and widowed once.

Low Cos! Prl•ale Sloraee U1d j
.
Your Lock .. Your Ke1
~
24 llour Securit7 '
Co11111letel7 E1tclosed Dulldl111·
Free Loadl11g Asslsta11ce ·
Co11Ye11le11t lJ.C. Locnllo11
Low Mo11U1lf llall!llN0 llkldeu Colts

. .

I
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Call us loch7I .
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f;43L1400
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Arsenio Hall issed a dare to students when he received an an honorary degree from Central State
University.
'' I dare you ro dream and chase
those dreams and make them come
true," the ralk show host told the
audien ce of abo ut 1,000 on
Wednesday.
Central State, a predominantly
blac k sc hoo l near Day ton, has

3rd St. &. Ffotlda Ani,. H.B.
w.w1a1-.o.c.

•

(IM~•!iortflAHtwY•lt

Ma.-...

'---'N!!!W!...._

NE

MEMBERS: Meshell Baker, Michelle Bell. Raymond Rell, Jennifer Booth,
Julian Bostic,Tonya Daughtery. Simone Davis, Steven Eaton, Hekne 1'1aher.
Vlrg)nla Frazier, Aaron Fuller. Laur1e Gardner, Erika Guy, Brilla G1avett.
Valerie GJCCll, Cynthia Hawklna. Dc:.1cen Haywood, Cheryl H1ll. Conauelo
Hopkins, Sher11yn Jamee, Sonya Jordan, Adrian King. Lama Lcnft, Taiwan
Livingston, Kimberly Maney, Debra Mayfteld, Robbi McCall. Rare Moran,
Sonja Moa1la, SeEllls Murdaugh. Tracy Neely, Shante Ntmo!e, Johnellta
Norvell, Lesley Perkins, Anthony Quaah. OCJ ek Slrnmona, Keith Tennyeon.
Monifa Tippltt. Tracy Vinson. Aisha White. Teie1a White, Cheri Wlleon

WILBERFORCE, Ohio (AP) _

Vl!/Pl1011e
~4.,~.__j_-

DerekB.W.
Pluldent. Phi Sigma Pl

AAotw.A-)

10% Ulscouttt Ott Atty Slornge lloottJ WIU1
Pay111e11l la1 AdYa11ce For E11Ure SU1.1111er.

'•

aboul 3,300 Sludents.

l'ltut l'lut"' Thl1 /1.4

•
Desktop Publishing
Resumes
Letlerhwl
Flyers
•

The POLYGRAM I International
recording group ''LIFE'' is looking for male
singers. Auditions are being held in the
Blackburn forum room

TODAY,
April 17th, 7:30-10:00 p.m.
l

If you need more information or cannot
attend please call.
703-860-0272
'

•

'
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EXCURSION ex-cur-slon/lk•sker..zhen/n. 1. expedition z. pleasure trip 3. out u:rard movement or cycle of movement.

Sun & Soul
by Askhari

They donned silver shells and goldel) bellsaround their ankles, so there was a tiny tinkling sound

collective

whenever the bare foot of a woman graced the ground· barefoot women are bewitchingly beautiful.
The men wore brilliant bands of big black feathers around their waists and ankles, and rings on
rings of cowrie shells around their necks. The people never much cared for wool or polyester. and now
co11on a/M•ays brought back m11rderous memories.
The pale people left the land of black because rhey were ashamed of their whitish yellow hair,
thin beige lips, and colorless skin, which was no1 really designed for sunbathing anyway. and with
evel)'lhing hanging out in the open how could lhe white men stay? Tl1 e n1)·tl111·as tr11e.
Most buildings and other structures had been destroyed during what they call World War Ill.
biit it was not really a world war, since only the white people were fighting and 1hey are only about one
third or the world. After they gOI done. the earth protesled by quaking. There were large and little
tremors everywh-ere, New York's skyline disappeared, the ruins in Rome fel l, coliseums is Greece came
tuinbling down. the greal wall of C hina crumbled around China, and Japa11 started to sink into the ocean.
The pyramids. however, still stood. The sun people slept outside in the spring and sutnmer months,
directly under the heavens. Their skin absorbed lhe moonbeams.
The pale people no longer had expensive weapons, or space eq uipment . They fina lly decided to
leave the heavens to 1he goddesses and gods. Now that the moon was not being walked on. she moved
closer 10 the earth every couple years. The waters of lhe world welcomed her. Every month , once a
month . the women walked to the water's edge for a rest. All the women in the village menstruated
together at the same time, each month, for four days. While lhe women were av.'ay. the children, boys
and girls, would learn to cook, gather vegetables, and tend to babies. The n1en would meet- it was good
for them to get together- and laugh and make crowns of fre sh flowers for the wonderful women to wear
when they returned from the river. When the four days had passed, the people held a festival to celeb~ate
the women who had not menstruated and were about to give birth to little ones. Ttiere was lots of music
(which was better than jazz) and food , and the people could dance all night long. and not have to worry
abo ut sweating through their clothes because there were none.
..
As they danced close and slow. the men did not have to worry about havi ng an erection,
because they learned to control them. Because they were constantly encountering erotic stimu li . they
had to learn to control erec1ions sooner or later, they realized that se.~ .fta1·1ed in tl1e rr1ind.
The Women did not wear bras and they did not care if their breasts bounced up and down,
because when they did they had this rhythmic rotating motion that made lhe children nod their heads to
the beat of the mystifying music that by now was even better than jazz. The beautiful people,of the sun.
who Jived in the land of black were happy and naked fo r a time.
The people were virtually carefree, you see each family owned it's O\Vn business. Some
families owned hospitals, some owned restaurants, and some fami lies ov.•ned smaller equ<tl ly
inlportant businesses like photography studios, and publishing comp<1r1ies. If a business failed. arid this
aln1os1 never happened, the famil y simply went into business with another famil y of started a different
type of business. Each year a collection was-taken up in the vil lage for young couples. i11dividuals or
fan1ilies that wanted to start their own businesses
.
One day, c lose to the end ofswnmer, the pale people returned. They w;111ted diarno11ds. gold,
oil. and slaves, they ran out of what they called "11ar111·al res<>11r("('S. ·· They retun1ed during a full n1oon.
so of course it was time for the women togather and go to the water's edge. and cin1~ for the 1nen to n1ceci1 is good for them together- and laugh, and make crowns of fres l1 nowers for tile \V0111en !o weitr when
1hey returned. It was time, for the festival. and time for the elders to make n1ystifying 1nusic which was
even better than jazz and chant for the safe return of the women 10 the villi1ge.
The pale people brou8,ht with them wicked weapons. chen1icals. money, and worst of al!
clothing. The people of the sun gasped. Weapons had been outlawed. so tl1ey l1ad nothing wit/1 which to
defend their frtttlom with, except their minds. The pale people distracted then1 so much so 1ha11he

i

- - ~en had immediate erections. The
g music which by now was even betler than
1'1!1" ght and s1ill in their glorious gardens. The
y', h '
n1s 1ng.

women could not me
elders stopped pla' ·
jazz, and the c

·
It was a splendid spring day when the peQ.ple abandoned clothi ng, and returned to !he sun. The
- women wore strings of bright purple, red, green, and-gold beads around thei r necks.hips, and thighs.

~ere

weary of the weapons, and definitely afraid of

, money once again, but they were most afraid of the
.
ey mistakenly thought it was their naked bodies, and the
cfthe feathers that made them free- ahhhh, but it was Jove.
was the loving way in which each person had looked at the others
e clothing was burned, no one criticized ano1her's appearance. None of
ied another's penis. Everyone just looked al each other and smi led.
'I as not the lack of clothing that made them free. although their
cl: trz
ted class barriers. It was the lov ing way the wo1nen waved
p•o IJ•
they were about to journey to the river. It was 1he love in 1he eyes
of'M-Wlltn they presented the women with the fl owers upon their return. and
die lor.fq
the old man called Sun. and hi s not so old sister named Soul
JI' It t
ophones.
sec, Soul and Sun were the last two saxophone players on Eanh.
le had destroyed all the saxophones during World War Ill, because
at the saxophones would be used to send messages and they wou ld
at these messages were. The n1usic of rl1e s1111 people l1ad become so
o surreal that white people could nor liear i1- they could not hear it.
how the sun people first discovered who was lryin'g to pass as a pale
~ i 1heir heads started swaying to the music of the sun people. I hen they were
QPt allowed to leave the land of black, and all the villagers embraced that person
who HaQ,tried to pass until they themselves embraced their heritage.
h was Soul, along with Sun who saved them. She remembered the
mystifying,music and how it could indeed move the people. and she sent out a
message in her music. All 1he women began stomping their feet . The tender
tinkling sOunds ofttie shells and bells filled the air. Soul urged them to wal k on
the water, and they did.
Sun too began sending messages. for he could take almos1 anything. but

,

W

.
•

he would never again lddu white people ha~e their music- it l1ad taken too
long to get it back. All the men ~gan to spin arou n~ . fas1er. and faster, and
faster, until the brilliant big black feathers lifted them into the awaiting air. The
pale people saw all of this. They saw the women walking on the water and they
saw the men riding the clouds, and they turned and ran for the shores. The
children and elders had willed their boats to float away. and so the pale people
dived into the ocean and tried to swim away. They tried to swi 1n away fro111 the
sun people like the sun people from the land of black had cried co sw im away from
them so many millions of years ago. but the water was too dee·p. and there were

still so many bones laying on the bottom of the ocean.

v{atfimir feve.qut.

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!!!

The pale people drowned, and those that did not drown died of d isbelief.
The women in their bright beads walked to the water"s edge. and
menstruated, the men in the ir brilliant big black feathers n1et- it was good for them
to get together-. and laughed and made crowns of fresh fl owers for the won1e11.
The children prepared food, that smelled like heaven, for the fabulous fe stival. and
the elders made mystify ing music. which by now was even better than jazz. and
chanted for the safe return of the women. When the wo111en retun1ed the fe siival
began, and Sun and Soul played their saxophones. and no one worried about
any1hing, because they were free and naked, and they danced or 1nade love. when
they weren' t working, until the e nd of time. which 11e1·er 1·t•(1ff)· t·a1111: .

•1n

HAVE YOU MADE
RESERVATIONS FOR YOUR
FAMILY & FRIENDS FOR YOUR
··g2••.GRADUATION?
IF NOT THE HOLIDAY INN
SILVER SPRING PLAZA HOTEL
IS OFFERING A

PFNSKC

'

'

from
Hertz Penske Truck Rental.

Get

SPECIAL HOWARD
UNIVERSITY GRADUATION
RATE OF $65.00 SINGLE OR
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY.
WAffllU. ~ELASTMINLJTE.
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS
NOW!!!

We'll give you up to $100 cash back when you rem a Hertz Penske truck. We've got everything you need
to make your campus move easy- a modem, clean fleet .. .free unlimited mileage on one way moves...
convenient coast-to-coast locations ... a free moving guide ...and all the accessones to get the job done.
For reservations, check the Yellow Pages for the location nearest you, or call 1-800-222-0277.

--------------r
1 1.eovlng Ca•pu•? Up to •roo c•sH BACKI
'

'

l

return~

Hertz Penske is offering up to a $100 rebate on any one way move (rented In one city and
to another).
Effective April 1, 1992. All coupons must be submitted by July 31, 1992. llie amount of th~ rebate wtlt be basacl on
10% of the time and mileage charges as listed on your truck rental agreement, up to a maximum of $100.

I arr-;;;;;;;;::======= sr•11. __ •·------

Her~z
PENSKE

llf1'AtA1 WtTl•---------~-----------1&11&11 _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .,,_ _ _ _ __ _ __
Mall this coupon and a copy of your rental av aarrett to:

(301) 589-0800 ext 7501
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HU Badminton Team ranks third nationally
eye hand coordination is excellent, as
well as their speed and accuracy.
The division B player is truly one
The
Howard
University step below that of a division A player.
Badminton team placed third nation - They show the promise of becoming
ally in competition held in California a division A player, but they need to
last wee k. Th e team competed · perfect some of their skills. A diviagainst Texas A&M, University of sion C player is the average player.
Alaska and the Un iver si ty of They have begun to acquire a fair

By Pamela Lloyd
Hilltop Staff Writer

Arthur Ashe:
None of Our
Business
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Damn. I finally realized that
there is no such thing as a secret
anymore. I finally realized that
there is no such thing as ''off the
record." I finally realized that
one man 's loss is another man's
gain.
The sports writers at the USA
Today, The New York Times, The

•

Washington Post and several
other ''upstanding'' newspapers

•

'

had a field day talking about the
latest public figure to announce
his infection with the now tenninal disease known as AIDS.
I have never seen Arthur Ashe
play the game of tennis. Never.
Nor did I care, because for one, I
was never, and still am not much
of a tennis fan. But I have always
known who Arthur Ashe is
because to me he has always been
long past and much more than a
tennis star. He is a role model, a
spokesma n, a leader, honest,
unselfish,a father and a husband.
And so much more that every
man only wishes we could be.
'' l am sorry that I have been
forced to make this revelation
now," said Ashe, 48, who called
the news conference after piranha
like inquiries by USA Today. "I
didn 't commit any crime. I am
' not running for public office. I
should reserve the right to keep
something like that private.''
I agree. I could care less about
the First Amendment at thi s
point. I could care le ss that
maybe, just maybe this revelation
could help someone deal with a
similar crisis. I could care Jess
that the ''public'' has a right to
know. And to tell you the truth,
we really don 't have a right to
know. It 's none of our business
until he wants to make it our business.
This is our problem now in the
media. We think we're God's gift
to the world . lsn 't his reque st
worthy
of
some
R*E*S*P*E*C*T? Who says
that we have to know everything?
But just why did Ashe want to
keep thi s infonnation private?
The following is a partial transcript of his news conference held
at the HBO Studios in New York:
''The quality of one's life
changes irrevocably when something like this becomes public.
Reason and rational thought are
too often waived out of fear, out
Of caution, or out of just plain
ignorance. My family and I must
now learn a new set of behavioral
sta ndard s to function in the
everyday world. And , sadly,
there really was noi good reason
for thi s to have happened now.
But it has happened, and we will
adjust and go forward."
Translation. Thi s slows his
progress. Because now, instead
of leading a charge against
apartheid he has to answer questions about his di sease. Now,
instead of leading the charge for
better education, he has to deal
with the reporters that surround
~is every move.
And now,
instead of spending nonnal time
with his family - in private - he
has to deal with the lights, cameras and rolling tape recorders .
Thi s is not fair. No one
de serve s thi s. Especially not
Ashe. Hell, not even Mike
Tyson. How would you like it if
a sports editor' forced you to go
public with this information.
How would y·ou respond if a
sports editor threatened to
expose this ''public infonnation?''
Most of us would not respond so
dignified , so composed, or so
honestly.
Most of us would threaten the
editor's life, his family, or something, because we know what is
your business and what is not
your business. I am embarrassed
that Ashe has to respond to this
madness. I am embarrassed that
his family has to fall victim as
well. This, ladies and gentlemen,
brothers and sisters, is none of
our business.
Preston Jenkins writes

regularly for THE
HILLTOP. Mr. Jenkins
also covered the 1991-92
men's and women's

''

Photo by Ayoka Campbell

Nnamdl Lowrie Is one of the top male players on the team

Tennis team aims
high in·MEAC tourney

I '

By Erica Culpepper
Hilltop Staff Writer
The Howard Univ ersity Men's
and Women 's Tennis teams are cur·
rently competing in the Mid-Eastern
Atlantic Conference (MEAC) championships. The conference, which is
being held in Tallahassee, Fla., started Tuesday and will conclude tomorrow.
Larry Strickland, who is the coach
of both teams. has been at Howard
since 1984. Strickland said he is
very confident about going into the
championships. ''All the players are
mentally ready. They're all tournament tough. 1·m confident that we
will do \Vell,'' he said.
Stfickland admits the team was
very good prior to his arrival, but by
the time he got here he said, '' ... there
wasn't much left. There wasn 't even
a women 's team at that point."
The women's team has gone from
non-existence to a 9-6 season record,
with a six mat ch winning streak.
Coach Strickland said, ''We' re strong
1-6. I have one of the best wornen's
teams in the competition. This is a
group of very stron g. talented and
athletic young ladies:·
Stephanie Johnson. who is ranked

number 15 on the amateur circuit of
the United States Tennis Associat ion.
remains equally positive about the
team. She admits they ha\•e faced
· some pretty tough competition this
seaso n in clud in g schools like
-Georgetown and George Washington
Universities. as well as the
University of Mal)1 land. ''A lthough
competition has been tough, I feel
good k11owing that at one point we
have bea1en all teams played before,"
Johnson said.
Despi te its 3; 13 losing streak ,
Strickland ren1ains opti111istic about
the men's team. ''We have been
rejoined by the nu111ber 011e player ir1
th e co nference. Mason Harr is.
Although the tean1 is young- with
three members who never played tennis on the college level- it \i:ill not
be a11 impossi ble task."
Strickland said he feels confident
he has instilled this group of young
men with the fundamentals of the
competition. He feels with the proper concentration and execution. they
can rate very well in the conference.
The stro11gest cosnpetitors faci11g
the HU tennis teams are nun1ber 011e
rank ed Fl orida A&M University
(FAM U), Morgan State College and
South Carolina State University.
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Southern California.
Dr. Joyce Barker ,the team's
coach and advisor. said the team has
improved a great deal over the ten
)'ears she's served as advisor.
Tl1e badininton team has come a
long way in a short time. Ten years
ago Howard \vas competi ng in local
tournaments in Maryland. However,
Barker built her tearn by recruiting
some s1ude11ts tl1at carne from the
Caribbean (where the game is quite
popular) and strengthened the abilities of players \vho were initially on
the team.
''Good coordination , tenancy,
agility an<I speed 1nakes for a good
badminto11 player,·· Barker said. ''A
player JlLSl needs a little natural abili 1y:·
Bad111i11ton is split up into five
di visio11s. There is class A. B. C. D
1111d r10\'ice. A class A player is the
supre1ne :11hlete. They have a complete cotnmand of tl1e sport. Their

game and show promise. A D player
is still very much involved in improving on their basic skills. Unlike the
divisional players, the novice is introduced to the sport in hopes of gaining
an understanding of the game.
Barker has two division A players.
However, most of Howard 's players
are in the Band C division .
Barker, who is also a division B
player, teaches introduction, intermediate and advanced badminton.
Barker said she is always scouting
potential badminton players in her
classes.
Francis Agozo, a student majoring
in engineering, who has been on the
team for two years, said although he
does not have as much time to devote
to the team as some of the other teammates, he does love the sport. Agozo
ha s been playing ever si nce high
school. ''I loved the game and decided to take the class. After watching
me play, Barker asked me to join the

think of the game badminton they
think 'that little picnic game' rather
than about the serious game that it
has become," Barker said: ''After
all, would a picnic game be pla}red in
35 countries and in the Olympics?''
Currently, Barker's team is the first
place team in the Eastern Col lege
Region.
Warren Parris and Osbert Francis
have won the men 's doubles at the
col lege regional. In addition, they
al so won the men's consolation ~
the national level. Osbert and JosieAnn Carrington won mixed doubles
at the regions and consolation at the
Nationals. Sharise Cumberbatch and
Warren Parris won consolation mixed
doubles at the regions. Robin
Cumberbatch and Phillip Murrey
won consolation at the regional s.
Josif Anderice won consolation in
women 's doubles Barker urges students to join the team and learn how
to play or improve their game.

Correction s

Championship
intramural soccer game
held tonight at Burr

SUMMER SAVINGS FOR
STUDENTS

By Jeffrey Anderson
Hilltop Staff Writer

From the April 10, 1992 issue of THE HILLTOP:
-The Howard University Lacrosse Club was
founded by Erik DeShields, Larry Love, and Bruce
Brown.
-The captains of the HU Lacrosse Club are Landis
Whitehurst, Erick DeShields, and Rick Fulcher.

The race for the in tramural
soccer championship is on, and at
the end of the last week of regular
season play, there are fou r teams
left in the hunt. ''La Dol ce Vita,''
''United Root s," '' Li ce nsed to
Skill," and ''Worries'' are left and
will play for th e title toni ght .
Action gets underway at 6:00 p.m.
These four teams will first play
t\VO se mi -final gam~s \Vith th e
championship to follow. In the
first game it will be #I ranked ''La
Dolc e Vita'' pitted against #4
United Roots,·· and in the seco11d
it will be #2 "Licensed to Skill,.
against #3 ''Worries."
Here are the standings as of
the fourth week. ''Worries'' is a
close second with a record of 3
and I followed by "United Roots"
at 2 and 2. ''Just For De Sweat''
and '' Dead men 's Grave'' are tied
for fifth place at I and 3 and
''Testosterone'' is out of the picture not having won a game yet,
as they seem to have trouble fielding a team each week.
In case you haven 't had time
to catch the past few weeks of
play, here is how they went starting with the fourth round.
''United Root s•· took care of
"Licensed to Skill " 3 to 0 as
Kevin Wil son picked up the hat
trick. '' La Dolce Vita'' won as a
result of a forfeit _ by
''Te stosteron e," and '' Worrie s''
took care of '' Deadmen 's Grave'' 2
to I.
In the fifth round, it was ''La
Dolce Vita'' putting on a strong
performance shutting out ''United
Roots" 3 to 0. "Licensed to Skill"
picked up its fourth win with a 4
to 3 win over ''Just for De Sweat''
and in the la st game, it was
''Worries''
blowing
out
''Testosterone'' 6 to 0.
During the last week of play
on Friday, April JO, "La Dolce
Vita'' tied ''Deadmen's Grave'' 44, ''Worries" tied '' United Roots''
1-1 and ''Just for De Sweat'' won
by forfeit over ''Testosterone."
Come out to the Burr Gymnasium
tonight and catch the action as it
HEATS UP!

-The current record of the Lacrosse Club is 4-3.
-Byron Hill is not a part of the Lacrosse Club.
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*SPECIAL*
20°/o Off dry cleaning
for Howard Univ.
Montgomery College Saves You

students and staff

TIME

(minimum order of $10, H.U. l.D. required)

Day and evening classes at three
conveniently located campuses

Laundered shirts
only 99 cents each!!

MONEY
Reasonable tuition to

INTEREST
you in quality education with more
than 30 programs
that transfer ·to your four-year institution.

Registration starts May 11
for Transfer and Technical
Career Programs
Summer Session 1
May 26 through June 26
Summer Session 2
July 6 through August 7

~Monlgomery Cd~e
Call (301) 279-5310 for more information

basketball season.

.,___________

,,.

••''
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team."
However, a personal invitation is
liot needed to join. All are welcome
to participate in the club. ''We have
members who will never compete.
They play just for the fun of it, and
they have a good time.'' Barker said.
According to Barker, low fan participation is a culprit. ''When people

Campuses at Germantown , Rockville, and Tukoma Park , Maryland

(three or more shirts)

Clean your leather and
suede for 20% off!!

We do quality dry cleaning and enjoy serving the Howard
University community especially.
We are located at the corner of Ist Ave. and Rhode Island
Ave., NW.

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action lnstitutioh
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
tiME 1s RUNNING ouT!!!
HAVE YOU MADE
RESERVATIONS FOR YOUR
FAMILY & FRIENDS FOR YOUR
"92" GRADUATION? IF NOT THE
HOLIDAY INN SILVER SPRING
PLAZA HOTEL IS OFFERING A
SPECIAL HOWARD
UNIVERSITY GRADUATION
RATE OF $65.00 SINGLE OR
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY. DON 'T
WAIT TILL THE LAST MINUTE,
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS
NOW!!!!
(301) 589-0800 ex <
7501 or (30 1) 589-0800
STUDY NOW!! 1
PLAY LATER!!!
UGSA Spring Black Arts Festival

April 19-25
see
'
our ad for details
Poetry Reading & Lecture featuring
Nikki Giovanni Monday, April20
School of Business Auditorium 7 -

9:00pm
Open Mic Nigh<!
Blackbum
• Center The Punchout Tuesday, April
21, 7:00PM Admjssion is FREE!
Spring Fashion Show .
"INCUNABULA"
Wednesday, April 22 Cram1on

AUditorium After Party at the
Exodus/Down Under

Mr. Howard Contest

Thursday. April 23 7:00pm
Admission is FREE!
Step Show

Friday, April 24, The Capi<ol Ci<y
Pavillion After Party at La Pena/Gas
Chamber
Spring Picnic Saturday
April 25 Howard Law Campus
Tickets at Cramton After Party at
<he LA NY Club 200 I
Applications for I992-93 Arts and

•

Sciences Student Council positions
are now available Rm 106
Blackbum Center Positions include:
Class officets, Admin. Assistant,
Chief of Staff, Representatives, and
Liai sons
3rd Annual Hip Hop Conference
Moderator Interest Meeting Sat.,
Apr. 18 @ 2:00pm Douglass Hall
Rm 116 TOMORROW
Be a part of what is becoming a
big tradition.
Tangle -Free Unisex Hair Salon
1344 "U" S<ree<, N.W. (202) 2325692/ (202) 387-9321 H.U.
Students 20o/o Off with l.D. Ask for
Nadine Tuesday-Friday I0-6:30
Saturday 9-4:00
The Orban Program Center YMCA
inten\ewing applicants for Summer
Day Camp positions. Only' the
SERIOUS should apply. Call (202)
398-2600.
Big Bros/Sis. National Zoo Day
Sat April 18th Last activity for
semester. Call Karene or Josephine
for more info.
PHI BETA SIGMA
FRATERNITY IN C., ALPHA
CHAPTE R TO: THE HOWARD
UNIVERS ITY COf'IMUNITY
DUE TO CIRC UMSTANCES
BEYOND OUR CONTROL OUR
CABARET SCHEDULED FOR
APRIL llTH HAS
RESCHEDULED FOR:
DATE: APRIL I 7TH
TIMV: 8:00PM
PLACE: THE WASHINGTON
PLAZA HOTEL
WE THANK ALL WHO
PURCHASED TICKETS IN
ADVANCE AND WILL HONOR
THOSE TICKETS. EVERYONE
CAN STILL ENJOY THE
FASHION COMEDIAN, AND
THE FOOD AND DRINKS!!
FOR MORE INFO PLEASE
CALL ROB SIMPSON 882-2365
EXTEND YOUR BEAUTY Hair
Extensions by Tracey Lynn Call
(202) 483-2477 Also FEMALE
Roommate Wanted to Share fully
loaded Townhouse.
H.0. Studen< Clus<er Elecdons
Meeting April 22, 1992 Business
School Room 216 6:00PM
FOR RENT
3 FURNISHED ROOMS I BLOCK
AWAY FROM CAMPUS. W TOW
CARPET, NEW FURNITURE
AND GOOD RATES.
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
FOR MATURE STUDENTS.
CALL (301) 350-8358
Nicely Furnished Rooms for Rent
Student environment, Near Howard

WID $275/month and up includes
u<ili<ies. Call (202) 291-2248
1316 Fairmont St., Large I BR
Bi1sement Apt, W/D, CAC, Fenced
Yard, $580/mo +utilities Call 7971226
(3) large, separate, fully furnished
rooms avai lable at $325.00 ( I ) small
room furnis hed $275.00. An English
basement is carpeted and fu lly
furnished and has own ~itc h en plus
separate entry way. Accommodates t
up to 2 students. One student
$450.00, two students $275.00 each.
Rent includes uti lities. Leave
1nessage (202) 291-1480
For Rent SIX BEDROOM .
REMODELED HO USE.@ 200
block of "S" S-treel. NW. Across
from Safeway. 4 blocks to Metro
and H.U. Avail 4/1. See\:ing pre·
fonned group. pref. n1edical/dental
students. A steal at $1,300/mo +
u<il. Call Greg: (202) 328-1207
I Bedroom Apartments Available
Howard Students $450.00 One
Bedroom One Full Batl1 Kitchen
'
Livi11g Room Hardwood Floors
Cable Ready 5 Minutes front
Campus. (202) 265-3624 or 2650273 Ask for Bil Low On Cash?
Need to move in Now? Month of
April Rent $50.00. Need Ma1ure
Individual to share a 2BDRM Apt .. *
Utilities included, swimming pool.
Metro bus stop. May Rent $347 plus
$100 deposit. Located off Queens
Chapel Rd. Leave message (30 I)
779-9133
1310 Fairmont 2 Rooms for Rent
290 + 1/5 utl. 234-3365
This large sunny house has 4 large
bedrooms ($325.00) and one small
bedroom ($275.00) available now.
All utilities are included. The entire
house is fully furnished with wa\1wall carpeting & has a kitchen &
living/dining room for your use.
Safeway is 2 blks away., 2 bus lines
are 1 block away. Walk to Howard
10- 12 minutes. Cal\ 202-291-1480
& leave a message.

Short-term Rentals tov.·n ho1,1ses
avai lable
726
6<h SL NE 2 BR 750+ 1616 AS!
NE 3 BR 750+
1406 3rd S< NW
3 BR 750+ 212 l 2<h Pl. NE J BR
1150+ Cal l for details 202 -462-5106
2 - TWO B~ROOM ROW
HOUSE A ARTMENT NEAR HU CAR PET, W OPTIONAL.
$600.00 PER MONTH PLUS GAS.
TELE~ H ONE 301-439-9136
2-TWO BEDROOM ROW
HOUSE APARTMENT NEAR HU CARPET $575.00 PER MONTH.
TELEPHONE 301-439-9136
) - BEDROOM ROW HOUSE
APARTMENT NEAR HU CARPET, W/D, DEN AND REAR .
PORCH. IDEAL FOR THREE
RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE. $925.00
PER MONTH PLUS UTILITIES.
TELEPHONE 301-439-9136
I Bedroom Apartments Available
ljoward S!uden<s $450.00 One
bedroom, One full Bath, Kitchen,
Living Room. Hardwood floors,
Cable ready, 5 minutes from
Campus. Month 10 Month leases
available. Perfect for su mmer!!
(202) 265-3624 or 265-0273. Ask
for Bill
3 BR duplex, spacious, recent
renovation, walking distance, WW,
DW, WD, CAC, $1 , 130.00 ($377
per perso11) plus utilities. Mrs.
Drummond (301) 229-2485
One · two spacious rooms for rent in
Beautiful 3-story renova!ed house!
Loca<ed 4 blocks from HU campus.
Must see to believe! Wall-Wall
carpet, Lg. Kitche11, Dishwasher,
central Air+ heat, Fireplace, washer
+dryer+ more! $330.00/mo +
utilities. Call 265-1518 or 483-8406
fo r appt. Females only.
Room 4 Rent
$265
inc ludes all Harvard & Georgia
Area Partially renovated W,D, MIC
Call 462-7456
Reliable Female Roommate Needed
Summit Hills Apts. Rent

Negotiable. Call 301-587-8597
ASAP
Pl an ahead for the fail . $390.06
fur11ished room with bathroom in
furnished house loc:1ted al 534
Harvard Street One block from
campus Utilities not included. 2328742.
Room for Rent
W(D, D(W, 2 BR, Sky li<e, FPL,
HW F. Near Ca111pus 300 + util
Con<ac< Shireen (202) 667-0428 or
797-1379 leave message.
Furnished Condominium For Rent
514 U St., N.W. Luxury 2 Bedroom,
Large Sunny Deck, Central Air
co11ditioning. Washer-Dryer, Wal l to
Wall Carpet Secured entry. 3 Blocks
10 Met ro Graduate Students
Preferred $800+ elect ric Mr. Powell
(202) 667-6821
FOR SALE
bkUGLORD fRUcks! s100
86 BRONC0 ...................... $50
91 BLAZER ....................... 5150
77 JEEP CJ......................... $50
Seized Vans, 4x4's, Boats. Choose
from thousands starti11g $25. FREE
24 Hour Recording Reveals Details.
801-279-2930 Copyrigh<
#DCl2KKC
CHEAP! FBVU.S. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES .................. $200
86 vw.................................. $50
87 MERCEDES ................. $ I00
65 MUSTANG ................... $50
Choose fro111 thousands s1arting $25.
FREE 24 Hour Recording Re veals
De<ails 801-379-2929 Copyrigh<
#DCl2KJC
FOR SALE: ONE WAY PLANE
TICKET TO HOUSTON, TEXAS.
PRICE NEGOTIABLE FOR DATE
& PR ICE. PLEASE CALL 7898113. ASK FOR RENEE'
SERVICES
VCR Repair
Guaranteed Service
Free Estimates Free Pick up and
Delivery Low Rates
C<1ll
(202) 882-5845.
HELP WANTED
RESIDENT CAMP STAFF Assistant director. business
manager. RN. kitchen staff. unit
counselors and lea(\ers. progran1
specialisl, pool director and
lifeguards needed; June 13-August
11. l'wo season;1I resident camps
located near Harrisonburg and
Leesburg, Va. Contact: Ruth Ensor.
GSCNC. 2233 Wisconsi n Ave.
N. \V.. Washington. DC 20007-4187.
202-337-4300. EOE
LIFEGUARDS - Area Super\'isors
"'anted for the summer in
MC/PG/DC. Mu st have PO
license; LGT; 2 years experience,
and transp. Top pay, good
bonuses. Lireguard positions also
al'ail. Call (301) 464-2600.
EARN $25. 90-ininute stud)' on
word reading, at the National
Institutes of Healtl1 (Se \•er;:1l studies
need subjects). Especially looking
for right-handed 111ales with English
as their first language. Call Miria1n
@(301) 402-2584 2-4pm
Tuc!fhurs.
Part Time Help New Caribbean
Publication Has Ke)' Part Time
Positions Available: Reporters ,
Advertising Sales Rep. & Marketing
Strategist for Circulation Dept.
Experience Required but not
Absolutely Necessary. Send Re sume
& Previous Writings. Carib
Business & Travel. P.O. Box 13635,
Silver Spring, MD 20911(301)5772202
$40,00o/y r! READ BOOKS and
TV Scripts. Fill out simple
"like/don't like" forn1. EASY! Fun.
relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24
Hou r Recording 801-379-2925
Comtri~h< #DC 12KEB
$2 •$
WEEKLY Assemble
products at hon1e. Easy! No sel ling.
You're paid direct. Fully
Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour
Recording. 801-379-2900 Copyright
#DCl2KDH
ASTRON WORLD WIDE
PRODUCTS "HOW TO MAKE
$500.00 A WEEK TYPING AT
HOME" EARN MONEY <yping a<
home. Many people needed.
Amazing recorded message reveals
de<ail s. (202) 310-1296 Ext. #I02

oo

Promotional Industries
Promotiopal

Marketing· Company seeks sales and
marketing representatives for
promotional work for our nat ional
comedy clubs. Cal l Lee for personal
in<erv iew (703) 823-0401.
PERSONALS
Ann, you were a great help this
week. Hope you didn't make loo big
of an impress ion. J/K ! Thanks for
everything. Love ya! ·- Tasha
Anubis II, You finally did it.
Remember that time in S.E., that we
dril led thal info. into your head.
Now it paid off. So keep your head
on st rong and keep the fai th. Peace!!
·-"Truth"
3-B-92 Why are you Shaming·~
You are not al l that. Congrat.
Anyway on your Quest. -·"You
Can't Hang"
Akhenaton, Thanks for not fakin
on nte. Remember who was by your
side from the beginn ing. We are still
brothers regardless of the absent of
the colors. So now it's your enhance
to l1elp uplift the black community.
We wi ll always be each other's
front/back. Peace!! -·"Truth"
#69, HAPPY ANN IVERSARY
BABY !!! What a weekend we have
in store! 20 fo r you tomorrow, a
year for us on Sunday. plus our
annual tri p next wee k! Remember
the Variety Show last spring ... ?
-·4-ever +a day, Simret
For those who must know! Come
see me and I'll take you to the store
and buy you some business, jusl so
I can have mine back. ·-'Z9
M. Ross, I've liked you since I met
you too, but someday he' ll come. I
wish it could be me.
Krammers
To whom thi s may concern: Can I
have a piece of my business back? ·14
Steve. You su ng your face at
Mr.Henry's last Sunday. Keep up the
vocals. -·Luv, Tonya
TSCHAKA·You have walked this earth for
twenty-four years now, CONTINUE
to leave fire in your wake, so that I
may ALWAYS find you ... Happy
Birthday BABY--4/13/92 !1!!!
BABY,
Thanx for <he SURPRISE, your
love is a better one though!
oet-1 will talk to you now, bul if you
ever break your word 10 me again,
the silence return s... Practice the
r1ature en1bedded in your color-your Secret Lover
RAPHAEL! RAPHAEL!
IVAKE UP' - I Need <o Talk!
Ha Ha
Joan McClenney, Thanx 4 a good
se1nester! We love and al l you've
done. -· Love, Karene & Jo
To All My Mellows, What's UP! -I11finity
JOHANNA - WE'VE made i<
· through hell ... almost. See ya in a
week
John Cash, Happy, Happy. Joy,
Joy -- RAIN
I want to go home. NOW.

CORRIN and FLOYD, It took
a few daze but the storm is over.
Guess who's gonna feel the
aftermath? All things remain to
be seen. But THANK YO U for
leading me to the answer. I was
BLIND to DAMN long. Love
youse guys! •• RAIN
TRIBALURUM, Thanks for
everything! You're the sweetest.
Keep it up! -· Love ya, Ebony
Queen
Shellie, Son ia, Angela, Ki sha, &
Stacy, When are we getting
together again fo r another crazy
night! -- Paul & Vic P.S. Y'all are
cooking!
EBONY QUEEN, (alias SCRUFF)
Get a haircut!· Just kidding! -Love You, TRIBAL DRUM
IVORY QUEEN, GOOD TO SEE
YOU UP AND ABOUT! TAKE
CARE OF YOURSELF - and le< me
know if you need ANYTH ING! ! ·Love you. TR IBAL DR UM P.S.
Nice pajamas
10-A-92 (l'1f0), YOU KNOW US
TENS GOT IT GOIN ON!
CONGRATULATIONS!!
10-B-91
Karen G., You are so damn fine. I
just want to drink a gallon of your
bathwater and lick your body until
your soul leaks al l over my skin . ··
daMan
Congratulations 8·A·92, How
symbolic, No.8 and official on April
8, 1992! -·From Your Late Night
Driver and friend who shares your
name.
Congratulations 13-A-92. I missed •
you and I'm happy to say that we
can get back into our work mode ·
Be for real!! -· Love, T. V.
Jerome, Hey ROMEY! I guess I
smooth sho1 oul last weekend. but
be lieve me , Daytona Beach was all
that and then some. Anyway is the
offer stil l up? Don't piss me off!! ··
We Know Who I Am
To 8-A-92, (f-2). I am so happy
that you made through yo11r journey
of DST. I am forever proud of you
and we are going to be forever
friends. I love you and may God
bless you! ··Love, T-1
JOCY, HAPPY 20TH
BIRTHDAY. I LOVE YOU! -GREG
To RETICENT 26. Ahhough l"n
leaving you soon ren1ember n1y love
and support will always be witl1
)'OU. l'n1 proud of you.-· 7-A-90
Thanks to the Howard Uni\'ersit}'
Community for helping the Ladies
of Alpha Chapter, Delta Sigma

Th eta Sorority, In c. raise over

$1,000 for Raynelle Tucker.
Pamela J. Alkins, Have a wonderful
Birthday! ! ·· Love Always, T~rone
Akil. (I tru st this Hi lltoP:c wTIJ
come at a bette r lime.) Thanks for
Thursday and for the books. I really
needed them both. -· Dawna
Happy 2tst Birthday Kizzie 4-1692, Kelly 4-2 1-92, Chris 4-12-92.
Love D, Nis & everybody else
Big L. We h:1ven't been very
friendly with each other. but we will
always be one. -· U know who. P.S.
GOOD LUCK in you r future
endeavors
Chico. It's almost 1ime. Are you
willing. ready. and able? Confused'?
See n1e ASAP. -- The one that made
you.
Lee. Tam. N;1t11. Gina, & The Rest
of the Crew - Let's get together and
celebrate · Anything and
e\•erytl1ing! ·- Joey
I'm 10 F#S!'h:N LARGE for 'fhis!
To Deep Chocolate. I miss U too. I
know yoti R h:1ving a tough ti1nc
now. I t1ndcr~tancl. btit you know
\vhere I an1. -· Love. Ti11y Toon "I
GOT YOUR BACK"
•
To the Brother:. of E¢PU. We know
you B4 E$ + \\e \\ ill know+ love U
long [\fterv.•arlls do wh<tt you need to
do to B U but when 1he clouds clear
you \v iii still be standing there. We
still consider you family EQ or not.
·· Love Al\vays, The Bullets
To my Sisters. Even though I don't
kno\v all of yot1 1 think it's very
importar1t that )'Oll remember where
& \Vhat you came from. If we don't
stick together then we'll fall apan.
Let's support each 01her & be a
family. I love you no matter what
the hype. Do11't n1;1ke me gel
ig11oran1. ·- LO\'e, The Incubu s
Z. 11.12.14 \Ve better take out our
tonsils bec:1use the)' are sw inging
awfully hard. --Z9
Congrats Be1:1
To A¢A you kr10\v \vho. I hope we'll
have fu11 thi.., ~u111mer. ~1aybe then
you'll k1tO\\ . ··Signed Act III
Ho"1 doe s it feel to be 21. you buck
twenty five brother.! !
He)' B<tb)' Spec· !'111 prot1d of you
an<l I lo\•e )'OU. Keep up the good
\\'OTk.
26-A-9 \
Secret Lo\·er
I sooooo g\:1d 1hat \Ve R talking
:1g;1i11.
t-.1\, life \\' UZ miserable \V/O
'
LI. I'll nC\ Cf l'rt·:1k in)' \\Ord agt1in.
Tl1e silence \\on'Lretttrn.
·rhe Poet
·rhere <trl' no 1nore Hilltopics. Read the
rest of the paperror a change. Goon,
1

1

You Don'~ Have
To Be A Vicd111

Drop Attackers Instantly!
New, hi-power defense weapon
No After Effects

George Daniels, I hope you learned
something this year. Good luck in
life. ·· Former slave.
Don 1t you get it??
Congratulations. BETA, Pharaohs,
and Sands, Charles and Ron. -· '06
Tho<h
MENCHERE (7 -B -92) ~
Congratulations on you/ new
achievement. Now let's ... omit the .
UNNECESSA RY Apply <he
EFFORT and ge< on wi<h <he
FUTURE. -- U Know Who
Mac Momma & Mac Daddy · Thank
you foi being there when I need
you. and when I don't think I need
you! You bot h are the best friends
anyone could ask fo r. ·- Always,
Eve! n
l-B -92 , I hope you unders<ood
what I said. I hope we can remain
close always your a sweetheart. -Jamila
IVORY QUEEN, I'm glad you feel
better!, take care of yourself. ··
EBONY QUEEN
11-B-90 We've become close, lets
'
remain that way always.
Ebony queen

• Up lo 80 times more effec~ve than MACE"
• Powerful stream, nol weak spray
• Protects with unique 20 ft _'Circle-of.Safety'

• contains Identification dye
• Disables animals, too

•Free lifetime refills
• Palm sized with leatherette case and key ring

New. hi-power

LIQUID BULLE.T
used by
police L. mtUt.Ary
!Ag~

In WAS!\. D .C.

and a.II

St,.~cs

Credit card orders call 1·800-394-7033
or mal cl .eel< or M.O . for 1 Liquid Bullet

at $17.96, 2 at $33.95. plus $2.05 S&H,
Va. re<\ideot add 4 ,5% tax, t_o:

GULF COAST ENTERPRISES
4804 Mlllrld9• Pkwy. Eael, Suite C-4

Mldlothl•n, VA 23112

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
euauo •••ET t901

•~°' 11 a fMG1 s CORP.
..i r1¥t«ft.llltC of
Og=:.~

•
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Dear fellow students,

.;

.

.

••

So many of us talk about Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) as if it
alw~ys happe~s to someone else, as if it's someone else's fight. However, although
African-Americans only comprise about 17 percent of the nation's population, about 40
p~r~ent of.people with AID.S are black. By the year 2000, over half of all reported AIDS
victims will be black or Hispanic. Furthermore, each year thousands of black children
here and abroad are orphaned because of the disease.
J
If these numbers jar you, they should because it's time to take 'a look at the painful
truth.
AIDS is no longer a ''white man's disease." It is no longer God's wrath on homosexuals. This dise(;lse is one which is attacking all blacks
gay or straight, rich or poor
''Mighty Mecca'' 'educated or not.
·
. '
Therefore, th~ purpose of this tabloid is not to regurgitate useless pity or educate the
Howar~ community about t~e existen~e. of the epidemic, but to reveal how people are
att~mpting to take back t.he1r communities and to help expel the ignorance and stigma
which encompasses the disease.
Through ~his collage of articles and art we would like to illustrate how those with
HIV or AIDS are not dying of one of the world's most puzzling epidemics but living
with the AIDS virus.
'
As.a resu~t, T!fE HILLTOP staff has worked painfully hard for several weeks to prepare this publ1cat1on for you. Furthermore, special thanks goes out to Ronald D Sullivan
who designed and produced this tabloid; Khari Sampson, the primary artist and, of
course, all the reporters who helped research and write this special section.
Therefore, THE, HILLTOP is pleased to present:
•

AIDS: No longer someone else's fight
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"AIDS victim tells class how good life has been"

Pg.E4

"Johnso.n's and Ashe's announcement may be
responsible for more testing"

Pg ES

•

Pg.ES

Editorial: "The Sad Truth Ab.out AIDS"
.

. tlie .mytli a6out >U'lJS .
''Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS)
doesn't discriminate''.

PgE6.

''Ashe hopes stigma one day ends as he tells
his daughter"
.
·

Pg.E7

"Surgeon General: Don't wait for your heroes
to get AIDS"
.

Pg.ES

"Campus community debated the existence
of sexual revolution"

PgE8

"Some preach Abstenence instead of Precaution''

Pg.E9

"HIV+ victim tells how search for Kmeron cure
led to Kenya"

Pg.ElO

.

Sincerely Yours, .

SURVEY SAYS,

•

•
•

Tiffany Anderson
AIDS/Health Project Editor

"DC federal government reply to Teen AIDS
'nati
• . b
I

•
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By TaNoah V. Sterling
Hilllop Staff Writer

After 19 years of drug use, 18
years of prostitution, three children,
two marriages, a life in and out of
drug abuse centers and living with
AIDS, Frankie Austin told a group
of social work students, "Life has
really been good to me." ·
Austin, a spokesperson for the
National Association of Persons
with AIDS, stared solemnly at her
manicured hands folded gently on
the table as she told the students of a
social work Intervention Strategies
in Direct Services class her life
story.
Austin said she was raised in the
projects of Richmond, by her
grandparents and was separated
from her sisters and brothers at an
early age.
Austin added although her
mother was a chronic alcoholic
and her father died from alcoholism, she was still a model student.
"As I grew up, I was an honor
roll student. I was in the marching
band. I was on the track team, the
softball team, everything that was
expected of a prominent kid," she
said. "I didn't like that. I wanted
something different. I couldn't find
it so I left my grandmother al\d went
to live with my mother."
As Au stin began to reminisce
about the course of her life, a tear
rolled down her cheek.
Au stin sa id when she was 12years-o ld she started having sex.
"with a lot of boys." and by age 14
she was pregnant.

At age 15 Auslin was a prostitute,
used drugs and was involved with
gangs.
" I thought that was the way of the
world," Austin said. "I was able to
buy my drugs. I was able to buy
·· clothes and not steal them anymore.
I was able to do a lot of things that I
always wanted to do. I thought I
was on top then."
By 1979, she was married with a
son and enrolled in a community
college in Richmond. Her husband's phy,sical abuse-which left
her with stitches, blackened eyes
and the same arm broken twice; the
first time in four places-eventually
forced Austin to leave both him and
school.
~

Austin returned to the streets with Austin said. "I started to cry and I
gamblers, killers and hustlers where attacked them some more."
Austin said the soc ial workers
she "felt secure''.
"I felt safer around them ," she suggested they stay to both inform
said. "I had no family. All I had her boyfriend of her HIV status and
was the streets and the peopl" in to convince them to abort her
unborn fetus.
them ."
" I told them I
Afterwards, Austin ./...--.-------...::::::::
wasn't telling
spe nt years 111
him s-t.
and out of
drug reha-

•
•
IC I

"I wasn't afraid of death. I was
afraid my baby wouldn't make it. I
didn't really have anything else to
hold on to. I knew I couldn't make
it without my baby and I knew my
baby couldn't make it without me."
Doctors said Austin's daughter
was suffering from the effects of
Austin's substance abuse and was
diagnosed with AIDS. Austin chose
to keep her child; however, the state
took custody of her daughter and
charged Austin with child abuse of
the unborn fetus.
It was after the humiliation of seeing special gloves and suits hung
outside of her hospital door, .the
signs that hung nearby screaming
her contamination and the guards
that watched her when she fed
her own daughter that convinced
Austin she had enough.
"I said to myself, 'this is it
Frankie. If you 're going to go,
you might as well go out
right'," Austin said. "To me ,
going out right meant going out
high. I left the baby in the hospital and I continued on my mission of suicide.. .I tried to O.D.
(overdose)."
Austin said a stranger found
her the next day lying in the street.
"He was slapping me on the face
and saying 'I'm not going to let you
die on me','' Austin said. "I said, 'I
want to die'.''

bilitation
centers
Howeve r, .a fter 11
months drug free and a new
job Austin found herself pregnant
once again .
"I went to Alexandria hospital to
get my prenatal test because I was
really happy. I just knew this baby
was going to change my whole life,"
Austin said. "I had found somebody
that cared for me, I was in this 12step program, things were really
looking up for me," she said_, her
voice exposing her emotion. She
began fidgeting with one of the little
green bows she held in recognition
of World AIDS Day.
While at the hospital, Austin said
her doctor told her she had possibly
contracted AIDS virus and suggested she be tested. When two white
women came to her house, she knew
it was bad news.
"I attacked them lverballyJ."

I sa id 'Y'all
the ones with all
the answers, why don't
y'all tell hin1?','' Austin said. reaching under the rim of her glasses to
wipe away the tears that now
streamed down her face.
"When I was at home, I used to sit
and hold my stomach and say to my
baby 'they don't want us around ',"
she said referring to how society
treated AIDS victims. "I just wanted
to die. I just wanted to be left alone.
I couldn't bear the thought of hurting someone else with this disease,
but _when the drugs got in my system, Ioicfii t care. I didn't tell
nobody. If people found, out I had
HIV and I gave it to them, then kill
me. You would be doing me a
favor,'' she said.
Austin said when her baby was
delivered there were complications.
"I truly became afraid." she said.

It was later that Austin joined the
Second Genesis, a drug rehabilitation program she discovered while
in a local homeless shelter.
"They had what I wanted. All
they did was love n1e and love me
and lo ve me. I never had that
before," she said.
Today, Austin has officially contracted the AIDS disease.
Since Austin's "second genesis",
she has spoken to several groups
and become a spokesperson for several others. Austin now counsels
young people in the District by
revealing her life story.
Austin said her speeches have
prompted many people to seek testing
for AIDS, but for her this is not
enough.
"It's not the testing. It's how you
change your behavior," she said. "I
do have a strong spirituality and I'm
just going out and trying to help
people. There were a lot of people
placed in my life to get me where I
am today, so I'm going to give some
of that help back."

Johnson 's, Ashe's announcements
•

By Lauren Baria!' and Natonia
Johnson

Hilltop Staff Writers
Since Magic Johnson and Authur
Ashe announced their infection with
the HIV virus and AIDS (respectively), some experts speculate there
has been a dramatic rise in AIDS
testing in the District of Columbia.
The Whitman Walker Clinic, an
AIDS testing site, has experienced
an increase in requests for information . Officials said their hotline
number, designed to give information about AIDS and AIDS testing,
has seen a marked increase in calls.
On Nov. I, before Johnson 's
announcement, the Whitman
Walker Clinic received an average
of 18-25 calls that week. On Nov. 8,
the day after Johnson's announcement, the clinic received approximately 150 calls.
"The information line has averaged about 150 calls per day since
the announcement," said Marion
Brown, a coordinator at the clinic.

According to Brown, 51 pe_r~-.-----.....'h:._en we can say that this has to
cent of all the AIDS treat- do with the announcement th·e clinic promen!, but right now
vides is given to
its too premature
A f r i c a n - We have seen this to say."
Americans.
That number
happen before, but it Howev er,
rose from 29
comes
in
spurts
and
after reviewpercent after
ing
the
Johnson 's
sputters. If this lasts
m 0 s I

~e':i~unce -

Shortly
after the
Johnson
announce-

ment ,
H ow a rd

a few more months
then we can say that
this has to do with
the announcement,
but right now its to
premature to say.

rd~t~ e ~~

reque sts
for AIDS
te sting,
Graves

conf i rm e d

Univ.ersity
Tuesday
Ho s pital
that the
epidemih o s p it a I
o Io g i s t
G
has seen an
wa y n e
--Wayne reaves,
impact in 1he
Greaves, statHUH
amount of
ed, "We have
requested AIDS
see n this happen
epidemiologist testing.
before, but it comes
"After the
in spurts and sputters, If
'-~-----~, incident with Magic
this lasts a few mote months ·
Johnson, with him speak-

ing out, il has led some people to
come out of the woodwork,"
Greaves said. "Also Arthur Ashe
has had an impact as well. But more
so with Magic Johnson because of
how he contracted AIDS."
Johnson's November announcement has prompted many students
to have the test. A senior School bf
Communications student said, "I
was scared. I wanted to be sure that
I didn't have it [AIDS]. The
announcement from Magic nudged
me along. I'm glad I had the test, it
eases the conscience."
Another student enrol led in the
College of Arts and Science s
agreed.
"Taking the test took a load off
my mind . Knowing that I don't
have the disease makes life a litt(e
easier. I' m go in g back in six
months to make absolutely certain
I'm not infected._ If Magic had not
announced his infection with AIDS
the way he did, I m[ght not have
been tested. I also might not have
realized ho\v careful everyone
should be.''

IT'S REALLY SAD! IT'S REALLY SAD! IT'S REALLY SAD! IT'S REALLY SAD! IT'S REALLY SAD! IT'S REALLY SAD! IT'S REALLY SAD! IT'S REAL·

TRUTH ABOUT
By Kimberly Coleman
Hilltop Staff Writer

Until recently, AIDS was
always someone else's problem.
But now that someone I
know has died from the disease, it has become a part of
my reality too.
The young man I kiiew had a
wonderful life ahead of him.
He had a loving wife, a growing son and a family who
loved him.
However, one blood transfusion forever changed the
course of his life.
No, this ferson wasn't a
homosexua , a drug user or

even someone who slept
around. He was none of the
stereotypical images we perceive when we think of persons afflicted with the deadly
disease.
He was just another victim.
Although our awareness of
AIDS is increasing with the
help of the media, people still
react negatively to people with
AIDS.
It's like blaming the rape
victim instead of the rapist. Or
sympathizing with the murderer instead of the one whose life
was snatched away.
We must stop hating AIDS
victims and start channelling

those emotions towards help- until it is too late-u ntil a
ing combat the disease.
· member of your family or a
We must stop letting our close friend has perished away,
fears paralyze us and instead blindly continuing on until
reach out to the millions of AIDS attacks your r.iother, father
people whose days may now or brother.
be numbered.
AIDS has no regard for social
- Still some of you will not standing or your wonderful
take this advice.
upbringing . It kills live s and
You will still refuse to work takes names later.
with someone who has AIDS,
AIDS doesn't care whether
will still ostracize members of you are black or white, rich or
your community who have poor, young or old. It crosses all
contracted the virus and will barriers.
still sit around and talk in
So before you wrinkle your
hushed tones about people you nose or point your finger at
say are "just getting what they someone who ha s AIDS,
deserve."
remember it can touch your
Many of you will not stop life too.
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By Tiffany Anderson
Hilltop Staff Writer
After watching 1nore than 20 of
hi s co horts -die of AIDS Ron
Simmons said he doesn't feel anything _ he's just numb.
.
It's not that Simmons is insensitive, but that he is one of man y
African-American hom osex uals
who have been devastated by the
AIDS epidemic.
"So many people 1 know have
died of AIDS th at I just stopped

d

,

A VlrUS OeSn t Care

!
'

Ashe hopes stigma one day
·ends as he tells his daughter

•••

•
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What SeX YOU are,
how much mo ney
you have or your
moral Chol.ces• It j·ust
doesn't care. If we
continue to deny any
part of our people .
the11 there will COD·
tinue to be a prob·
l em.
··''Randy''
an unidentified
HIV positive man.
counting after 20 [people had
died]," said Simmons, a professor
in the School of Communiciations.
"After a while you just get used to
it. Yeah, the first time it's kind of
shocking, but after more than 20

peopie die on you, you just get
used to it.
"It's like ~ar. It doesn't get easier,
but ti doesn t .~et harder either, you
Just.get numb. . ..
.
S1mm_ons said, The straight commun1ty JUSt does not know how devastated the gay comn1unity is by
AIDS and they don't know how
many friends we have that have died
from it."
The gay community is just one of
many African -American facet s
which is being attacked by the AIDS
virus. For the first time since the illness was acknowledged blacks are
beginning to realize that the virus is
a racial enigma- not gay, not
hemophiliac not promiscuous but a
prob lem that affects th e ~ ntire
African-American ra~e.
..
Chnst1na Davis, an HIV pos1t1ve
woman who inde~endently c~nducts

are
safe, that it could never
effect them," Simmons said . "The
important thing is to tell people that
no one is safe."
The stigma which is attached to
contracting AIDS has forced many
of its victims into sec lu sion and
silence. Although seve ral people
with the virus were interviewed for
thi s article, very few sa id th ey
would come forward and admit their
illness.
"I have been fighting [the AIDS
virus] for quite some time and
showing them that I can survive,"
said " Randy, " an HIV positive

Straight people
assume that they are
safe, that it could
never affect them.
The important thing
is to tell people that
no one is safe.

~ii~~ :x"..'~~~~:s In the D1stnct, IS a
She is a member of what experts
estimate as the fastest growing victims of AIDS -- black women.
. The 25 year-old was diagnosed
with the virus last year.
"Wilen I first found that I had the
virus, I thought 'Not me.'," she said.
"I contracted the disease from my
boyfriend. I just couldn't believe it."
Simmens said ·many heterosexuals think just as Davis, that it could
never effect them; however, statistics show that a significant number
of AIDS victims contracted the disease through heterosexual sex.
"Straight people assume that they
•

--Ron Simmons,
University professor.
African-American man who did not
want his real name published .
"When you come out and say 'yes'
it is a constant battle."
"People are so afraid of differences between people," he said.
"The funny thing is that the only
constant thing is change, but people
will try to resist it with all their
might."

.

: The Associated Press (c).
All rights reserved.

Those
affected
by the AIDS
virus said to begin
battling the AIDS virus all
blacks must eccept each other. They
said as long as we make differences
between each other the AIDS virus
will continue to dominate our communities.
"A viru s doesn 't care what sex
you are, how much money you have
or your moral choices. It just doesn't
care." Randy said. "If we continue
to deny any part of our people then
there will continue to be a problem."
Many of the people interviewed
said they have confronted the idea
that they may soon die. However,
they said they are working to make
the best of their time, taking one day
at a time.
Meanwhile, Simmons said he
works on appreciating people while
they are still alive.
"I know I'm going to die," Davis
said. "But doesn't everybody?"
Simmons said, "If someone dies
suddenly, many people say they
regret that they didn't have time to
tell the person how much they loved
them. But when people have AIDS
they may die slowly... you have
time to tell them all of that."
While interviewing Simmons for
this article, I began to wonder if
knowing someone who dies of
AIDS was any different from knowing someone wbo had died from
another type of terminal illness.
"So many people ask that,"
Simmons said.
"Think of someone close to you
who has died-suddenly, slowly. it
doesn't matter. Now, you tell me.
Did you care what they died from?
The point is they were dead, right?
"Well, that's your answer. Death
is death."

,.

Photo courtesy of lhe Washington Alro·Ametlcan

Arthur Ashe

NEW YORK (AP) _ Arthur Ashe,
just two days after going public about
hi s AIDS condition, says it 's time
people accepted that vict in1s of the
deadly disease should not carry a stigma.
'' It really is demeaning for someone
in my1situation to have the 1990s version of leprosy , to have to walk
around on eggshells, when we know
that I am absolutely no danger to anyone," Ashe says in an interview
Friday night on ABC-TV's ''20/20. "
" I mean, you can kiss me, you can
hug me, you can shake my hand, you
can drink out of the same glass. I can
sneeze on you, I can cough on you -you're not going to get it from me ....
(The stigma) will stop one day, and I
hope to be a part of that abatement."
Ashe says the process of letting his

5-year-old daughter Camera know
about his illness is ongoing.
'' I have deliberately taken her with
me when I get checked once a month.
I take her with me to the doctor's
office ... Camera likes to give me my
medicine. I have to take medicine five
times a day," says Ashe, who also has
heart problems.
·· She knows that I have AIDS -she's not really sure what AIDS is,"
the tenni s great continues. ·· She
knows the word, and we tried to relate
that to other sicknesses thar she can
identify with .... You really want her
to hear whatever she hears like that
from u s.~·
Ashe says he's also taken his daughter's advice on life.
''For Camera, the future is tomorrow
afternoon. I'm taking her adv ice. And
I'm living day to day, and enjoying as
much of it as I can, " says Ashe, who
was interviewed with hi s wife,
Jeanne.

Surgeon General: Don't w~it
for your heroes to get AIDS
The Associated Press (c).
All rights reserved

SYRACUSE N.Y. (A P) _
Americans can't wait for heroes
to develop AIDS before they
start paying attention to the disease, U.S. Surgeon General
Antonia C. Novello sa id
Thursday.
Novello was in Syracuse to
speak at a luncheon hosted by
the Onondaga County Medical
Society. She also delivered the
opening address for the 75th
anniversary of the Syracuse
University College for Human
Development.
A day after tennis great Arthur
Ashe revealed he has AIDS ,
Novello said the key to fighting

•

•

the disease is prevention.
She said each day 130 more
people get infected with the
HIV virus that causes AIDS .
But it 's important to know how
and why.
·· We should not wait just for
heroes to develop AIDS before
everybody catches attention,"
she said.
Novello defended the U.S.
government's efforts in battling
the disease, saying "we have
moved as fast as the epidemic
has moved.''
She said I 0 percent of the
National Institute of Health's
budget goes to AIDS research.
In I991, the U.S. government
spent $4.2 billion on AIDS
research, she said.
:· we are trying to move as fast

as we can," she said. '' But no
matter how fast, there will
always be someone who would
always believe we are not moving fast enough."
After Ashe · announced
Wednesday th~t he got AIDS
from a blood tr"1sfusion during
open heart surgery in 1983 ,
blood banks fielded calls from
worried transfusion recipients.
But officials say the blood
suppl y has become markedly
safer against.AIDS since March
1985, when screening for the
virus began.
Novello said tbere is a one in.
250,000 chance of acquiring
'/\IDS from a blood transfusion.
She said it's more likely to be
struck by a car crossing the
street.
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Some preach

Campus community debates the
existence of sexual revolution
•

•

By Shaniqua Manning
and Erica Thompson
Hilltop Staff Writers

• ••

Long before th<> tragic news of
Magic Johnson's illness, a new wave
was growing on this campus and others. If in high school you thought
everyone was "doing it", they may not
be doing it anymore.
Many question if the days of "just
do it" are gone, being forever replaced
by the slogan "just say no."
Kristen Bryant, a junior in the
School of Business, asked, "With the
. AIDS scare· and the psychological
effects of sleeping around, some of my
friends are saying, well, who needs the
ri sk?'' ...

"I guess people are sitting back, taking a look at what is happening and
asking if having all this sex is worth
. "
It.
Some people said this new sexual
awareness has its pluses and minuses.
However, some still agree the sexual
revolution has continued to peak
throughout the 90s.
Issues that were never spoken about
even very cautiously imagined 50 or
60 years ago, are now plastered all
over the television and other mediun1s.
Sex is no longer a mystery, not even to
youngsters, many of whom experiment

.
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with it at an early age.
··1 think the openness eliminates the
ignorance that we have been caught up
in over the years," said Albert Clarke,
a psychologist here in the District.
"When I was growing up, a lot of
pregnancies happened becau se of
ignorance. As far as th'C diseases. in
my day they really were not prevalent.
However, the rise of the AIDS epid~m
ic has made people more discernable
about the partners they pick."
Kimberly Gilliard, a junior School

/,,,,,,.,

"fHAT ,B,_ f HA

of Communications student. agree s

there is a good and bad side to this sex
oriented society.

7
.
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"I think it is helping to promote
awareness which is helping to counteract the problems of disease and pregnancy," Kimberly Gilliard said.
"There are several television programs that I think are good because
they deal with teenage issues and they
reflect what is really happening in
society. However, the openneSs is bad
in a way because kids are exposed to
sex and influenced by it. They are hav-

...

ing sex at an early age, before they are
emotionally ready, and many of them
don't know what they are getting into,"
she said.
Many students said more young
adults are requiring that some emotional stability be prevalent in their
relationships.
Maybe for the first time in a while,
the AIDS epidemic has made people
think twice about casual sex, health
·officials said.
"How can se~ be meaningful without love," asked Kei sha Ferrira, a
sophomore enrolled in the College of
Arts. and Sciences. "I think a lot of
times if the lust feels good, some people call it love," Ferrira said. "But,
when you're having sex without
restraint, everything revolves about the
physical. Man is more than just physical. He's spiritual too."
Ferrira explained a relationship in
which one of her friends is involved,
which she believes is based upon sex.
"She doesn·1 really love the guy, but
she 's hooked be cau se of the sex ,"
Ferrira said. ''It 's a shan1e because as
African people. sleeping around is not
· in our nature.
Tracy Harris. a junior majoring in
business, agreed.
"When th e phys ical becomes the
emotional. th at kind of relationship
doesn't last long because it burns out.""
he said. "By this time. everybody has
pa ssed the point of psychological
dependen cy on sex , of being
' whipped'. As a male. I want to be
intellectually stimulated as well .""
However, those who said they are
celibate said they are not asexual. Most
of them have had sexual experiences
and intend to again. Most said they are
waiting for that ''special Someone''
whom they can trust with their bodies
and their feelings.
··some women on our campus. and
in D.C. in general, feel that this supposed ratio problem has given some
men the excuse to be doggish," Ferrira
said ..
Ferrira said. some women would
rather wait until circumstarices are
more favorable.
Although the AIDS epidemic may
have prompted changes in sexual attitudes, one thing can be sure: the days
of casual sex may definitely be on their
way out.

instead of

By Otesa Middleton and Tamara
Holmes
Hilltop Staff Writers
"Safe sex is not the issue!" said Johari
--Abdul-Mali k- presidertt ,of Mos Iell)
Students of Howard University. AbdulMalik believes Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS), "is not a
chemical problem . It is a moral and
social problem that won't be solved by
safe sex or birth control, but by self-control."
"I come from the so called 'orthodox
Moslem' perspecti.ve and :e do not subscribe to pre-mantal sex, said Abdul-

Malik, a 35 year-old Ph.D student in the
department of human and medical genet1cs.
Abdul-Malik was quick to point out
his religious affiliation with Islam is distinctly different from that of Minister
Louis Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam;
however, many agree that both religions
take si1nilar stances on the AIDS issue.
The Nation of Islam is also devoting
much of its time to publicizing AIDS
related news and establishing a way in
which blacks can benefit from Kemron
and Immunex, two treatments developed
. K
1n enya.
.. .

James Muhammed, a spoliesperson
from The Final Call' s headquarters in
Chicago, said AIDS is the most serious
problem .in the world today and should
be treated as such.
"The media doesn 't pay enough attention to AIDS in the bhrck community· or
in general," Muhammed said. "AIDS is
the number one epidemic on land today
so it should be on every front page
everyday. Obviously it isn"t."
Muhammed confirmed that in terms of
community service, the Nation of Islam
is concerne? with making th.ese treatments a reality for black Americans.
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A 1·andom questioning of JOO Howard students 1·eveal liberal views on AIDS epidemic
By Natalie Tellis
Hilltop Staff Writer

For years La Shon Evans has been
helping AIDS victims on a daily
basis. organizing seminars on AIDS
education and research. However,
little did she know that one day she
would become one of the HIV positive victims thousands of AIDS volunteers seek to help.
Because Evans is now among the
growing number of AIDS victims
across the globe, last summer she
took matters into her own hands by
traveling to Kenya to partake in
Kemron treatment s only offered
there.
Just as she helps other patients
fight the di sease. Evans said she,
too. fights for herself.
"I could no longer rely on the U.S.
n1edical profession," Evans said.
Last August, Evans went to
Kenya where she n1et with Dr.
Barbara Justice. She describes the
journey as "a fact finding tnission"
about the Kemron treatment.
Evans e~litnates the trip 's cost at
SS.ODO.
"Professor Dr. Dary Koech is the
principal investigator in what led to
the development of Kemron". sa id
Evans speaking of Koech who is the
director of th e Kenya Medi ca l
Re se arch In stitute, founded in
1979.
Evans said before seeking more
information about the Kemron treatment she had visited her doctor "on

-

a few occasions." The physician,
however, never had an inkling that
she may be HIV positive.
"I was experiencing recuring
yeast infections in addition to a 25
pound weight loss without dieting,"
Evans said.
This is when Evans said she
began to realize, herself, the proba·
bility of being HIV positive.
Evans said, "The medical profes·
sion needs to be more aware."
If her sexual partner had not called
to inform her she may have the
virus, Evans claimed, she may still
have been in the dark as to why the

This was a real cool
brother though ... I
found that AIDS
does not discriminate.
/

--La Shon Evans,
HIV positive
woman
LaShon Evans

yeast infections kept appearing.
"This was a rea'I cool brother
though .. .," Evans said. "I found that
AIDS does not discriminate."
Evan s called AIDS an "equal
opportunity disease." She said, "It
does not care who your mother is, or
who your father is ... "

Program conquers
By Emily Blake
Hilltop Staff Writer
- Th~<owhouse

'

that stands on
Maryland Avenue in northeast D.C.
looks similar to the others which surround it, but inside the Sasha}lruce
Youthwork is definitely doing· something a little different.
Instead of addressing the surface of
the AIDS epidemic this program,
called AIDS Prevention Services
(APS), focuses on a more important
perspective of the virus-how it

(

Evans' assessment of her condition is, "a chronic illness that can be
fatal." Although she has tested HIV
positive, Evans said, her condition
has not progressed to the AIDS disease. Evans said, she realizes she
may never go on to get AIDS; therefore, she can live a long time being
HIV positive.
Other than the yeast infections
and weight loss Evans has no other
symptoms; therefore, she also
describes herself as being "
asymptomatic.
According to experts, Evans is not
alone.

AID~

She is only one of what experts
say is an increasing number of
women contracting AIDS each year.
Thi s year, nearly I00,000 women
will be diagno se d, if not more .
Officials also add the number one
killer of African-American women
in New York and New Jersey is

AIDS.
"Continue
to -become
educated ... the only way to protect
yourself is to reduce your risk by
changing your behavior," Evans
advised other black women. "If you
present an opportunity for this virus,
.that's all it needs."
Officials said it is easier for a man
to transmit AIDS to a woman than
it is for a woman to give it to a man, ·
as there is a higher concentration of
the virus in semen than in vaginal
secretion.
·
In an editorial from a study done
at the University of California at
Berkeley, "officials of the Public
Health Service warned that people
in the United States have been slow
to accept the notion of heterosexual
transmission of AIDS, even though
it has been well documented in
Africa."
Evans agreed that most people are
still under the mythical impression
that AIDS is characterized only to
hon1osexuals.
•
To al I tho se people , she
said,"Wake Up!"
Evans added, although the illness
does not show itself or slow down
the pace of her daily life, it is present.
" It is always there ... always," she
said.
"Ii doe sn't matter how long I
have, it's what I do with that time, "'
Evans added. "Tomorrow is
promised to no one. It's all part of
the human condition."

through afrocentricity

affects the black community.
APS, deemed the best AIDS prevention program in the country by the
Centers for Disease Control, is teaching youth that conquering the virus in
the future relies somewhat on our
past. Even mentalities carried from
the days of slavery contribute to reasons why the AIDS epidemic is
attacking African-American communities today.
"To avoid AIDS we must learn the
value of monogamy," said Rev.
Terence K. Leathers, a Howard
University School of Divinity alumni

and also director of the program. "We
must cut down on sexual partners.
"Sixty to eighty percent of
African-American males will be in
jail, dead or have AIDS by the year
2000."
According to Leathers, "every
minute someone is being infected
with the AIDS virus and every 15-20
minutes someone dies from AIDS.
"APS provides its clientele with
some history concerning sexual roles
for African-Americans before slavery
when virginity was valued," Leathers
said.

Sasha Bruce also educates students
about slave history when AfricanAmerican women were considered

"loose" and men were considered
"studs". This mentality has bearing
on our sexual habits, program officials said.
. "Attitudes must change ... people
can't sleep around anymore and we
have to inquire about our partners'
past sexual experiences," he added.
Too many men are having many different sexual partners. So, I get
happy if one kid says he's using condoms," Leathers added.

By Marcia M. Griffith
Hilltop Staff Writer

Every year researchers repoit new
findings about Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS).
Now the American public, more
than ever before, has a clearer
understanding of this deadly dis.ease
and a stronger concern for its victims.
A survey of 100 Howard students
revealed some interesting facts
about attitudes on campus.
According to THE HILLTOP survey, 20 percent more females than
males felt they had a good understanding of the AIDS virus and how
it affects the body, while 29 percent
more females than males engage in
safe sex.
Results also suggest that only 33
percent of the males surveyed said
they actually use condoms during
sexual intercourse while half of

them reportedly think about the possibility of contracting AIDS before
having sex.
"I don ' t like using condoms
because they reduce the feeling, its
just not the same," said Sophomore
Scott Franks.
When asked whether or not they
would completely end a relationship with a boyfriend who contracted AIDS (not by sexual transmission), 87 percent of the females said
they would not, while 75 percent of
the males agreed that they, too,
would not end the relationship with
their girlfriends.
Less than 10 percent of students
polled believed that AIDS is a man
made disease created to destroy the
black population.
The survey also found that 62 percent of the females and 55 percent
of the males believed a cure for the
AIDS virus would not be found by

the year 2000.
Almost all of the students sur"The AIDS virus is essentially a veyed ag reed that all health care
wo rk e rs s hould be required to
undergo AIDS testing.
"All health care workers should
be te sted for AIDS becau se you
never know who you could be dealing with," sa id Mark Askew, a
junior majoring in business.
" If I found out that my doctor had
AIDS I probably would not go to
him. If people want to know what
theIR risks are, they should be told,"
Askew said.
Howard students tend to11cknowlprotein and has the ability to change edge that they would attend a class
its structure from time to time . taught by an AIDS infected teacher.
Therefore, it is not likely that there let an AIDS patient visit their home.
will ever be a cure ," said Frank give a friend who contracted AIDS
Anderso·n. a se ni or majo ring in their unconditional support or let
zoology. "It is more likely that there their child attend a school WITh an
will be A vaccine or a treatment to AIDS-infected child and promote
neutralize the effects of the di s- AIDS education in eleme nt ar'
schools.
ease .

I don't like using
condoms because
they reduce the feeling, its just not the
same.
--Scott Franks.
Sophomore

DC federal government reply to Teen
AIDS called 'national disgrace' by panel
The Associated Press (c).
All rights reserved. ••
BY William M Welch
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
WASHINGTON (AP) _ A congressional panel expressed alarm
Saturday at the spread of AIDS
among adolescents and condemned
the federal government's response
as ''a national disgrace."
It concluded that federal efforts
are '' underfunded, uncoordinated
and largely unsuccessful" in dealing
with AIDS and can't meet the need
for prevention among teen-agers.
The House Select Committee on
Children, Youth and Families said
federal prevention efforts are hampered by moralistic restrictions that
prevent explicit or specific information about high-risk sexual practices
and the effective use of condoms.
'' Denial of the problem at the
federal level, where leadership
should be paramount, is a national
disgrace," the committee said.

'' Few federal resources are dedicated to research or data collection
that involve adolescents and their
health care providers," it said.
" Prevention efforts to curb risk-taking behavior among youth are
sketchy. And use of explicit information about preventing HJV infection is often discouraged or even
prohibited."
Eight of 14 Republicans on the
panel took issue with the fmdings,
saying AIDS among teens is primarily '' a behavioral problem '· rather
than a health problem.
In a dissenting report, they said
sexual abstinence and strengthening
the family, not more govefl)ment
programs, were the answer.
''Safe sex for teen-agers today is
clearly not using condoms but in
using self-restraint -- abstinence,"
the Republicans said. ''The fact that
some teens engage in unhealthy
behavior should not discourage us
as a society from promoting moral
conduct."

The panel, led by Rep. Parricia
Schroeder, D-Colo ., described its
report as the first comprehensive
report on AIDS among teen-agers.
The prevalence of the AIDScausing HIV virus is unknown
among adolescents, the panel found .
But the number of teens who have
AIDS increased by more than 70
percent in the past two years.
AIDS is the sixth-leading cause
of death among youth ages 15 to 24.
Among teens ages 13 to 19, there
were 401 cases of reported AIDS in
1989, compared with 789 in 1991 ,
the panel said, citing information
provided by the federal Centers for
Disease Control. Among those ages
13 to 24, cases increased from 5,524
to 8,949. Those figures don't reflect
people with the HIV virus who have
not developed AIDS.
The panel said that while the
number of teen cases is relatively
small, nearly one-fifth of all U.S.
cases of AIDS occur among people
in their 20s. Because the incubation

period ben.·een infection "·ith HI\'
and diagnosis of AIDS can be eight
to 10 years. many may ha\'e been
infected as teen-aQers.
The report said CDC requirements for basic educational material s are overl y restrictive and avoid
discus sion of homosexuality and
specific risky behavior. It said ne"'
CDC public service announcements
fail to mention either condoms or
sex.
The report also found:
--Less than 5 percent of federal
AIDS budget, excluding Medicaid.
goes for research, programs or services that benefit teens.
-- By age 20, 68 perce nt of
females and 86 percent of males are
sex ually active. Among sexuall y
experienced teens 18 and 19. nearly
25 percent of females and 20 percent of males report having six or
more partners. Only half reported
using condoms at first intercourse.
--Tiiere is no coordinated govern•ment effort targeting teen-agers.
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AIDS: No Longer Someone Else's Fight is dedicated to two men who
have distinguished themselves in their professions as outstanding role models for many African-American men and women.
Earvin ''Magic'' Johnson stands out ~as a champion for the Los Angeles
Lakers and, here in the Washington D.~. area, is a thriving entrepreneur of
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company, which he co-owns with Black Enterprise
Publisher Earl Graves.
Melvin Lindsey, a for1ner Howard student, founded .the worl reknown
''Quiet Storm'' music format at Howard'.s radio station, WHUR-F (96.3).
Each in their own way, they have made a difference in the world around
them. We hope we can make a difference in the world around us by stopping the spread of the AIDS virus through education. Indeed education
about AIDS is one of the best ways we can say ''thank you'' to these men for
all that they've done.
·
~·

George Daniels
Editor-in-Chief
THE HILLTOP
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